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Volume 2~. No. 11 Sf~TE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK .AT BUFFAW SCHOOL OF LAW March 12, 1988 
Buffalo Law Review Votes .. Yes 
On AffirIDative Action Proposal 
traditional selection criteria of Martin said. "I imagine"11omeby P.aul W . Kullman 
course grades and a written people will be upset, but I don'tThe Buffalo Law ~eview over­
casenote. think there will be any dissen­
whelmingly adopted an affir­ Forty-one members voted for sion within the Law Review,
mative action plan on Friday, the plan, which was orie of and if thefe is dissension out­February 21 at a 4 p.m. meeting three proposed, while seven side it, well, that's too bad."held in O'Brian 109. A similar 
voted against it. Fifteen others Under the new plan, courseplan had been rejected last 
either abstained or failed to ap­ grades and the written case­year. pear for the vote. note will still be weighted "50-The plan, which req_1,1ired a Editor-in-chief Karen Hassett, 50," according to Hassett and
simple majority of 32 votes to 
who had spear-headed last Martin. But now, Hassett said, pass, allows for the submission year's effort, and John Martin, after the initial selection of the
of a personal statement and the 
author of the accepted "Pro­ top 10 percent of all applicants, 
creation of a special minority posal B" plan , both expressed "We're going to see if the per­
applicant pool in addition to the · their satisfaction after the meet­ cent age of minorities who 
ing. made it is representative of 
"Our policy e_nsures that · those who tried out or repre­Election there will be minority represen­ sentative of the law school at 
ta_tion now," Hassett said. "This large." Referendum isn't a give-away program; it's If it isn't, accor.ding to Hassett 
a case of correcting some­ and Martin, the special appli ­
thing ." cant pool will then be used. 
Hassett pointed outthatthere To be eligible for the pool, an 
Passes 
by Peter Scribner are currently no minority stu­ applicant must submit a per­
The next four officers pf the dents on the Law Review, and sonal statement. Currently, the 
Student Bar Association will be that records indicate there plan does not specifically out­
chosen in a first ever spring hasn't been a minority member line the length or content of 
election this April. An amend­ in about 35 years. such a statement. While Hassett 
ment to the SBA Constitution 
"We are looking to make the and Martin said anyone can 
which moves the election of the system fair .to people who the submit.a statement in an effort 
President~ Vice President, Sec­ system hasn't been fair to," to ·opt into the special app~icant 
retary a.nd Treasurer from the 
early fall to late spring was 
overwhelmingly approved in a 
student referendum March 3 
and 4. 187 students voted in 
favor of the change, while only 
22 opposed it. 
According to current SBA 
President Lori Cohen, this 
year's spring elections will be 
held on April 9 and 10. The new 
officers will assume office at the 
last SBA meeting of the semes­
ter. 
Any first or second YE!ar stu­
dent may seek to become a can­ Prrft'.'i.\'Or Marcu.,· pmrdt•r.'i exwn problem . 
Paul Hammon"ddidate for these positions. Po­ Photo b.•· 
tential candidates may pick up 
petition forms from the SBA as 
of March 12. A candidate must Honor Code an Issue 
have the petition signed by 10%­
of the first and second year stu­
dent body. Petitions are due Fri­ In Wake ofChe-ating
day, March 21 . In addition, can­ by Dana Young than that exams have been 
didates need to submit per­ The law school grapevine has graded and "the allegations of 
sonal statements to The Opin­ yielded rumors of widespread honor code violations in taking 
ion by March 17 in order ,for cheating on a Family Law exam the exam have been turned 
them to be published before the given last semester by Profes­ over to the Administration" 
election. sor Isabel Marcus. The exam (specifically, Dean Schlegel) . 
Debates between the candi ­ was given as a floate'r to a class Dean Schlegel has all exams in 
dates are scheduled to take 
· of approximately 150 students. his possession. at this time. 
place on Tuesday, March 25, That is, it could be picked -.u p Grades are to be withheld until 
with perhaps a second debate and taken during any day, M-F, "the adminstration has re­
between the candidates for of the two-week exam period. viewed the matter." 
President and Vice President to Thus far, no disciplinary ac­
follow two days later. The elec­ News Analysis tion has been taken, though 
tions will be held o'n the some students fear the worst -
Wed.nesday and "Thursday of It is rumored that several stu­ large scale fingerpointing and 
the week following the spring dents complained to Marcus accusations of honor code vio­
break. that people· knew what the lations. One rumor has it that 
The SBA is considering other exam questions were before the exam will be regiven. 
changes to its constitution, in­ they ever picked up the exam. Another student felt that not 
cluding an amendment which There is also the possibility that much would come of the situa­
would specify how to amend students may have collabo­ tion except a lot of D's and F's. 
the document. Any changes rated on the exam. All of this speculation leads to 
proposed this spring will be Both Professor Marcus and the conclusion that no one 
presented to the student body Dean Schlegel have refused to knows what is going to happen. 
for ratification at the April ·elec­ comment on the situation at Whatever happens, some im­
tion. Although third year stu­ this time; However, Professor portant questions regarding 
dents will not be eUglble to v.ote Marcus has ~sted a notice on #flQBter# exams and the Honor 
for next year's officers, they will the grade board in front of Ad­ Code, in general, have been 
be able to vote on the constitu·- minions and Records. The raised. In a class of 160students 
tional changes. · notice does not say much other COftlilfllH on pa~ 2 
Pltoto by Paul Hammond 
pool , the language in the plan Three of the five committe& 
indicates the pool is designed members must vote favorably 
for " racial minorities and upon an application in order for 
economically disadvantaged or it to enter the pool. Persons will 
otherwise handicapped stu­ then be selected from the pool 
dents." according to a percentage equi­
According to the plan, a Per­ valent to the number of minor­
sonal Statement Committee ity students who entered the 
composed of three Law Review competition or who comprise 
members and two faculty mem­ the law school body. 
bers will then screen the per­ The proposal gives this 
sonal statements to determine example : "If those eligible for 
which applicants are eligible for the pool represent 10 percent 
the pool. Such personal state­ of their class at large but only 
ments are to be anonymous represent 5 percent of the stu­
and there is no limit on the dents in the Review competi ­
number of applicants who may tion , offers would be based on 
be admitted into the pool. n mrinuetl on /H.IKe /5 
SBA Worried About 
Rumored .Scandal 
by Peter Scribner early ·n th exam period had 
Members of the Student Bar passed t e questions on to 
Association were saddened, others who picked it up later on . 
shocked and outraged at re­ Those students, therefore, had 
ports made at the March 5 extra time to consider their an­
meeting of allegations of wide­ swers to the;essay questions. 
spread cheating during a final The exam was reportedly only 
examination last fall and of the two paragraphs long. 
lack of explanations by the law Rumors that there was an 
school administration as to honesty problem with the exam 
what is being done about it. In appear to have started when 
response, the SBA has re­ Marcus remarked to a class she 
quested that the administration is teaching this semester about 
meet with all the affected stu­ how some students may have 
dents and discuss the situation. cheated on her last test. Marcus 
herself was reportediy upset atSBA President Lori Cohen also 
announced an open forum the allegations, and eventually 
scheduled for March 18, where turned the problem over to Act­
~tudents can express ideas ing Dean John Schlegel. It was 
about proper policies, stand­ also reported that all of the 
ards and procedures for cases exams have now been marked, 
of academic dishonesty. and the grades are being with­
It was quickly obvious from held for an undetermined 
the reports delivered to the SBA period oftime until the situation 
that solid facts about the inci­ clarifies. Dean Schlegel and 
dent are painfully few and Acting Assistant Dean for Stu­
rumors about what has and will dent Affairs Steve Wickmark 
happen have been flying about, have apparently conducted 
unsubstantiated and unchecked, continued on page 2 
for over a month. The incident 
involves the final exam given 
by Professor Marcus in Family Inside • • • 
Law last semester. The exam 
was a seven hour #floater," SBA News . 2 
which mea~that students Alumnicould'oick up t exam on any 
Convention 3convenilint- ay during the two 
week final exam period, and re­ Rick James . 4 
turn it seven hours later. 152 Faculty Candidates . 4 
students were enrolled in the Apartheid Conf. 6 
class. Boy Mechanic . 9Apparently, when Marcus had Student Groups . 14completed m·arkirig about two 
thirds of the exams, a student 
reported to her that several stu­ ... and much, much more! 
dents who had taken the test 
--------------------------=-•r SBA Discusses Cheating . . continued from page ILongmire Benefit Planned; 
Clubs GetFunds From SBA 
by Peter Scribner allocations, any money not ion appearing before the April 
Stu.dent Bar Association spent as authorized will be re­ election, act.ion will have to be 
President Lori Cohen an­ turned to the general fund at the talcen at either regular or special 
nounced at the March 5 meet­ end of the year . . SBA meetings by then. 
ing that SBA will sponsor a SBA had approved $75 earlier Howie Spierer, Director of the 
fundraising party for Ronald for two representatives of the Law Revue, announced that the 
Longmire at CPG's on Thurs­ Public Interest Law Program to school has use of the Tralfama- · 
day, March 20. Longmire is the attend a conference on fund­ dore Cafe for the entire day of 
former UB student recently ac­ raising at Harvard on March 1 March 23. The Revue will start 
quitted of murder and man­ and 2, The organization plans to at 4:00 p.m., and students may 
slaughter charges following a hold . a fundraising workshop hang around after it is over. A 
1985 knifing incident at Gover­ for other student groups when large number of skits and mu­
nor Complex. The fundraiser they return . Lisa Roy Barron sical acts have volunteered to 
will start at 9:00 p.m. There will made the request. perform . 
be a two dollar cover charge, At an-earlier meeting on Feb­ A meeting with University 
which will pay for the first drink. ruary 19, the Association of Provost Greiner scheduled for 
Other drink specials will be pro­ Women Law Students received March 6 has been postponed 
vided throughout the night, ac­ $75 to help pay for the cost of until March 17. Law Student 
cording to organizers. CPG's is attending a conference in leaders wish to meet with him 
located on Main St. near Trico. Chicago on the weekend of to discuss several matters of 
The SBA has not allocated any March 20. An estimated 20 to student interest. This latest 
funds for the event. 25 members plan ·to attend the postponement is only the most 
In other SBA news, a new stu­ event, which is being spon­ recent of several delays. The 
dent organization which plans sored by the National Confer­ SBA will write him a letter of 
to set up volunteer law student ence of Women in the Law. complaint, with a copy to be 
tutoring has been chartered Following these allocations, sent to local newspapers. 
and funded. Jane Smith, or­ the SBA still has $830 in unallo­ A letter from Peter Commer­
ganizer of the new group called cated funds, with only 10 weeks ford of the Phi Delta Phi legal 
the Peer Tutorial Project, said remaining in the budget year, fraternity was read at the Feb­
they plan to offer help primarily acccording to Treasurer Jerry ruary 19 meeting. Mr. Commer­
to first year students. The group O'Connor. The SBA has also ford expressed interest in reviv­
wants to recruit tutors this saved a considerable amount of ing at UB an organization called 
spring so that the service may money this year on social "Danials Inn ." He will be invited 
be offered at the start of next events. Due to the new drinking to address the SBA. 
semester. SBA authorized $120 age, area bars are willing to Jack Luzier of the Environ­
in funding to cover copying and offer very favorable deals on mental Law Society made a By­
postage costs this semester. law school parties, most of law 13- progress report of his 
The Public Interest Law which have not cost the SBA a group at the March 5 meeting. 
Center received extra funding penny. So far this year, the organiza­
from SBA to cover possible The Rules Committee has tion has sponsored three 
printing costs of their law jour­ completed work on several pro­ movies on environmental sub­
nal "In The Public Interest." The posed changes to the SBA con­ jects, held an environmental 
current budget authorized stitution. SBA members re­ law careers seminar, produced 
$2300for printing .Mary Hurley, quested that they be given an evaluation of the positions 
editor of the magazine, said that copies of the proposals in ad­ of Bu.ffalo mayorial candidates 
the printer is estimating pub­ vance of their. meetings, so that on environmental issues last 
lishing costs of $2700 to $2800 they may consider them more fall, and sponsored a cross 
due to some "costly errors" carefully. Action on the pro­ country ski trip. For the rest of 
made last year. She hoped that posals was tabled at both the the semester, they hope to en­
these unspecified errors will Feb. 2ii and March 9 meetings. gage in pro bono legal re­
not be repeated this year and Any changes will be presented search, sponsor more field trips 
that the actual printing bill will to th ' §tudent body for ap­ .and speakers, and set up a bul­
be lowEthan estimated. But proval at the April elections. letin board in tfle mail room . 
just to e on he safe side, she Since the proposals must be ap­ The group has 1~~ e mem­
asked received $500 to proved by the SBA Board by ber's and 25 "p s ·<ie mem-
cover po ·al-printing costs. March 19 in order to be printed bers, according Luzier. 
As is the case with other SBA in the last edition of The Op11, 
Talks Will Address AcidRain 
AndOther Gre.at Lakes Issues 
Dr. John E. Carroll, Professor 
of Environmental Conservation 
at the University of New Hamp­
shire, and Kellogg Foundation 
National Fellow will make two 
presentations on Acid Rain and 
Great Lakes Issues on Wednes­
lJ.S. Ambassador to Canada 
and Governor of Maine), (D.C. 
Heath & Co., Bostonl (Forward 
by Cyrus Vancel. 1983. 
Dr. Carroll has extensive ex­
perience on ltoth sides of Cana­
dian-American border. He was 
nadian-U.S. water problemsl; 
New Hampshire Attorney Gen­
eral (on New Hampshire/ 
Quebec hydroelectricity mat­
tersl; Ontario Hydro (on achiev­
ing resolution of the acid rain­
electricity export controversyl; 
day, March 19. Both presenta­
tions will be held in the Law 
School Faculty Lounge, Room 
Senior Project Director at the 
C.D. Howe Research Institute in 
Montreal where he directed a 
EXXON Corporation (on a 
global acid r.ai~ modeH; and the 
Brookhaven National Labora­
545, O'Brian Hall. Dr. Carroll will 
speak on Acid Rain at 10:00 
major project in United States­
Canadian Environmental Rela­
tory (on U.S.-Canada energy in­
terrelationships and their en­
A.M . and on Great Lakes Issues tions, which resulted in the pub­ vironmental implicationsl. 
at 4:00 P.M. 
Dr. Carroll is a leading scholar 
on United States and Canadian 
transboundary environmental 
lication of a comprehe_nsive 
study of all major bilateral en­
vironmental problems between 
the U.S. and Canada. He was 
Dr.. Carroll's experience and 
depth of scholarship promise 
an informative and stimulating 
discussion on Acid Rain, Great 
issues. Among his published also a Project Director for the Lakes Issues and U.S.-Canadian 
books are: Environmental Di­ National Planning Association relations. All are welcome. Dr. 
plomacv: An Examination anda and Canadian-American Com­ Carroll's presentations are 
Prospective ofCanadian-United mittee, Washington, D.C. where sponsored by the SUNY Buffalo 
States Transbounda,v Environ­ he directed a study in the Role Great Lakes Program, and the 
mental Relations (University of of Acid Rain in United States­ law School Project on Cana­
Michigan Press) 1983; Acid Canada Relations. dian-American Legal issues. It 
Rain: An Issue in Canadian­ Dr. Carroll has consulted with is being supported by the Sea 
American Relations (Howe Re­ numerous organizations in­ Grant Law Program and the En­
search Institute, Toronto) 1982; cluding: the International Joint vironmental Law Society. An--1-
Canadian-American ·Relations: 
The Promise and the Challenge 
Commission (on Canadian-U.S. 
environmental matters); Envi­
one with questions should con­
tact the Great Lakes Program, 
with Kenneth M. Curtis (former ronment Canada (on future Ca- 636-2088. 
would be lawyers, And in the some preliminary inv_esti~a­
current controversy, these bor­tions and are now considering derline cases may not merely
what action to take. be hypothetical. It was reported that the ad­
Furthermore, the letter willministration plans to require 
also address what appears tostudents who took the exam to 
be a lack of formal procedures,sign some sort of honesty af­
procedural standards, and pro­fadavit. The reports to the SBA 
cedural safeguards in dealingwere unclear as to what the 
with these allegations·. The re­content of the affadavit would 
ports received by.the SBA pre­be what the penalty would be 
sent th~ appearance of an ad­if ~ student did not sign it, and 
ministration uncertain as tohow the administration could 
how to investigate charges that determine if a student had 
affect so many students. Un­falsely signed it. Due to this lack 
confirmed reports and rumorsof information and the pos­
suggest that as many as 20 tosibilities that students may be 
40 students may be involved. It forced to incriminate them­
would appear that proof of anyselves, or possibly even be 
cheating can only come fromforced to incriminate others, 
admissions and accusations by many SBA members spoke of 
students themselves. It was re­outrage at what they considered 
ported ·that all the direct infor­a "witch hunt." Jerry O'Connor 
mations received by adminis­moved that the SBA officially 
trators as· of this point has come recommend that no student 
from confidential statementssign any affadavit. 
O'Connor tabled his motion, which will not be used to for­
however, as President Cohen mally charge anyone with 
announced plans to write a let­ academic dishonesty. In other 
ter to Schlegel expressing stu­ words, any formal investigation 
dent concerns over the investi­ will have to start from scratch. 
gation. The letter, which was Cohen announced that a 
being prepared as The Opinion forum on academic honesty 
wa going to press, apparently would be held March 18 in 
will outline student fear and order to provide students with 
outrage over the lack of infor­ an opportunity to express their 
mation school officials have ideas about what should consti ­
provided to those students who tute cheating . The forum will 
took the exam. The 152 stu­ not involve a.ny of the specific 
dents involved have heard noth­ allegations of the current con­
ing officially since the reports troversy, but rather will involve 
of the problem test first started student suggestions for general 
circulating over a month ago. academic honesty policies and 
Those students have only procedures. 
rumors to go on as to what is The SBA letter will urge that 
happening, and even the most the school take no formal steps 
honest student has been living to investigate this incident until 
with guilt by association and all the students who were in the 
fear of ramifications of an offi ­ affected class have an oppor­
cial outcome. Third year stu­ tunity to meet with Schlegel 
dents are especially concerned. and Marcus to discu~s what is 
With the grades withheld, re­ going on. It was thought that 
ports that several students re­ student fears of the unkriown 
ceived D's and F's cannot be could be settled at such a meet­
confirmed. Furthermore, a stu­ ing, and that students would 
dent convicted of academic dis­ more likely cooperate with an 
honesty may be prevented by investigation formulated with 
the school from taking the Bar their advice. 
Examination on the grounds of Finally, the SBA letter will 
moral turpitude. voice student concerns that the 
The SBA letter to the admin­ whole investigation of this inci­
istration also will express con­ dent appears to have dragged 
cerns that no guidelines defin­ on much too long, with little to 
ing acts which constitute cheat­ show for it. Students, especially 
ing exist in the student honor third year students planning to 
code. Hypothetical borderline graduate in less than three 
cases of "cheating" can e·asily months, deserve more ex­
be imagined, especially in a peditious treatment. 
school full of lawyers and 
Cheating Analysis 
• • • • • continued from (HJge I_ 
such as the Family Law course, our honor system is working ef­
it is reasonable to expect the na­ fectively. Perhaps the Honor 
ture of the exam to remain se­ Code needs to be clarified and 
cret over a two week period? Stu­ more thoroughly impressed 
dents that finish the exam may upon students at exam time. 
be prone to discuss it in public, These are important issues and 
perhaps within earshot of 
. should be addressed in . the 
others who haven't taken the wake of the cheating which may 
exam yet. or may not have occurred. 
Another question is whether 
TO: ALL FIRST AND SECOND-YEAR STUDENTS 
FROM: JOHN HENRY SCHLEGEL 
Applications for teaching assistantships in the Re­
search and Writing Program are now being accepted. If 
you are interested in applying, please submit a personal 
statement, resume, transcript and writing sample to the 
Placement Office, 309 O'Brian Hall, on or before March 
28. 
According to current plans, we plan to organize the 
Research and Writing Program in the fall in .the usual 
fashion . About 16 TA's will teach a section of 15-17 stu­
dents, in coordination with a Civil Procedure section. 
Although there is a possibility that some teaching assis­
tants may be hired at a later time to teach in the Spring 
semester, the initial selection is for the Fall semester of 
1986 only. The teaching assistantships provide a ·stipend 
of $2,400 and a full -tuition waiver for the Fall semester. 
For more information see notices posted in various 
places in the law school or see Cleo in the Dean's office.. · 
Tenth Annual Alumni Convocation . Addresses 
Elderly ISsues, Honors Thomas Headrick 
· b p · · J w--a. M s W The attorney plays a crucialby Idelle Abrams y atric1a . .....s. . .. 
The Law Alumni Association Leslie M. Greenbaum, '"has es- Planning for the protection of role in advising the older client 
received an overwhelming re­ tablished a reputation of having assets of older clients is assen- of such strategies and ensuring 
sponse to ifs tenth annual con: programs that are practically tial, a panel of distinguished that all steps taken are indisput-
v«;>cation, held Saturday, March oriented." This convocation area attorneys told an overflow able within the stipulations of 
1st. Over 300 people filled the certainly lived up to this des- crowd in the Moot Courtroom Medi.caid law. Proper counsel-
Moot Court Room to hear the cription . Erie County Attorney Saturday, March 1, 1986. ing can also reduce the chances 
panel discuss "Counseling the Eugene F. Pigott, Jr. led off the "Counseling the Elderly: Con- that one spouse must liquidate 
Elderly: Considerations Out­ meeting with a brief summary siderations Outside the Will" all assets to meet the health 
side the Will." The presentation of the major_considerationl?_ in was the topic of discussion at care needs of another; a ·situa-
of the Edwin F. Jaeckle Award the. "Availability of Medicaid: the Tenth Annual Convocation tion which, sadly, occurs with 
to former Dean Thomas E. What rsets Can Be Protected co-spo_nsored by the ·UB Law some regularity. 
Headrick was made at the and How." After providing School and the Law Alumni As- Another issue· of increasing 
luncheon following the _convo­ some basic"details on the ben- sociation. The "graying of importance, the right to die and 
cation. efits available, the eligibility re- America," seen as having an the use of the "Living Will," was 
The annual convocation is an quirements, and the application immense impact on the legal presented by Kenneth F. Joyce. 
expression of the Law Alumni process, Pigott focused on two profession, was the basis for A hotly debated issue in terms 
Association's commitment to special areas - spousal sup- Headrickproudly acceprsJaeckleAward. discussion and debate of issues of ethical considerations, one 
continuing legal education. The port and the transfer of assets. Pltolo by Paul Hammond such as Medicaid eligibility, need only visit a nursing home 
goal of the program is to pro­ Many problems arise such as the non-institutionalized conservatorship and the use of or cancer treatment ward to see 
vide information and skills that when one spouse . is in- spouse will have to sue for sup- the living will . the benefits such legislation 
participants can make use of stitutionalized and the other is port in Family Court. This is The panel was composed of would bring. 
immediately. The need for in­ in the community. The spouse often a ve·ry uncomfortable Eugene F. Pigott, Jr.", Erie Joyce's discussion of the 
formation on counseling the el- in the community worried situation for the_.family. How- County Attorney, Elizabeth G. some 36 states which recognize 
ever, Pigott urged attorneys to Clark (Hodgson, Russ, · An- such documents provided a 
advise their clients that it is drews, Woods arid Goodyear), good deal of insight into the is-
"simply placing the dilemma Gregory Stamm (Stamm and sues which surround the use of 
before the court" so that it can Murray). Thomas P. Cleary Living Wills and do-not-resusci-
make a determination of how (Walsh and Cleary) and Ken - tate orders. Broken down into 
much goes to whom. • neth F. Joyce, UB Law Profes- categories of the "Competent 
The transfer of assets was a sor. Patient," the "Previously Com-
topic that generated much in- The presentations on a petent but Now Incompetent 
terest. The timing of transfers number of topics affecting the Patient" and the "Patient Who 
is a critical question. The elderly brought to light the Has Always Been lncompe-
"Twenty-four Month Rule" pro- enormous role an attorney tent," the presentation 
vides that any transfer of non- plays in protecting the assets of examined the decisional law 
exempt resources within two the older client. surrounding the termination of 
years of an application for med- The issues of Medicaid .eligi - life-sustaining procedures. 
ical assistance will be consi- bility, presented by Pigott and Joyce's clarification of situa-
dered in determining eligibility. Clark, stressed the importance tions which allow for the termi-
Anything transferred before of planning ahead to protect life nation of life support was useful 
u.>lie Greenbaum. UB Pre.,ide111 s,,,m, Sample. a,rd Robert Keller . that time will be exempt from savings and cherished assets to for those wrestling with ethical 
nd
""°' 0 by Paul Hammo •· review. avoid impoverishment follow- and legal implications of such 
derly was demonstrated by the about protecting assets needed Elizabeth G. Clark of ing a period of catastrophic ill - actions. In his recommenda-
response to the program, noted for his or her own support can Hodgson, Russ, Andrews, ness. Both attorneys offered tions for the use of advance 
Robert W. Keller, chairman of refuse to contribute to the sup- Woods and Goodyear, pointed useful and practical methods of medical directives, Joyce urged 
the convocation. port of the institutionalized out that because of this rule, transferring assets without vio- specificity, proper witnessing 
Modern medical technology, spouse, said Pigott. "pre-planning i_s critical." Often lating the strict guidelines set and frequent review in order to 
while often pr.olonging life, The Department of Social the biggest problem, she said, forth regarding limitations on avoid question as to the docu-
often does so at great expense. Services (DSS) will bring an ac- is that the client won't come to resources. ment's authenticity. 
The concern is often that medi­ tion and the case will go to fam- the attorney in time to avoid the Many elderly persons spend Ofteh, medical personnel are 
cal care at tht: end of a person's ily court, like any other support twenty-four mon'th period of ac- a lifetime saving for a cemfort- at odds in dealing with such re-
life will deplete the estate and action. There the court will countability. able retir~ment and hoping to quests. By assuring proper ad-
deny the surviving spouse of a make a determination of how Clark added that "you should provide an inheritance for their vance documentation of the pa-
means of support or deprive the much the non-institutionalized assume the two year rule children. Quite often, however, tient's wishes, such confusion 
children of an inheritance. At­ spouse is going to have to pay. applies to everything" includ- illness strikes and they watch can be avoided. 
torneys need to become aware Pigott quoted one Family Court ing exempt property . Even their savings dwindle away to The information presented at 
of the options available in order judge who advises individuals, though exempt assets don't meet astronomical medical the seminar will be useful for 
to properly advise their clients "You better go get a lawyer be- apply to eligibility for medical bills. Even more devastating is attorneys and health care pro-
and lead them through the cause I'm going into your poc- assistance, they will be looked when one spouse becomes in- fessionals alike. The com-
complex legal and economic kets." at by the county when consider-
maze of managing their re- When the institutionalized ing recovery for expenses .from 
sources. spouse is the former breadwin- the estate, she added. 
The Law Alumni Association, ner with substantial social se- , cmui,rued 011 P"II'' 14 
in the words of its president curity and/or pension benefits, 
· N. Y. Chapter ·of Matrimonial Lawyers 
Elects Fac~lty Member Birzon President 
and advance the cause of mat­Paul Ivan Bir·zon, a practicing 
rimonial law, to the end that the 
attorney and a part time ' 
welfare of the family and soci-
member of the UB law school 
- ety be preserved." faculty since 1963, who cur­ Birzoh is a member of Ange,
rently teaches a section of ·Evi­ Birzon, Gordon, Rosa & Zakia,dence, has been,elected Presi­ P.C., a Buffalo based law firm.dent of the New York State He is a Graduate of City College Chapter of the Americai:i 
of N.ew York and Columbia Law Academy ' of Matrimonial School from which heLawyers. graduated as a Harlan FiskeIt is the first time in the New Stone Scholar. He has lecturedYork State Chapter's twenty­
and published nationally in the four year history that an attor- field of matrimonial law. He is 
. ,ney practicing outside the New the author of "Evidentiary Prob­York CitY Metropolitan area has lems for the Matrimonialbeen elected to the office of Lawyer," a series of articles 
president. published in the Family Law Re­
The American Academy of view, a New York State Bar As-
Matrimonial Lawyers was Prof. Paul Birwn. sociation publication. 
founded In 1962. Membersh_ip .... l'ltolo by Tom Gwmn Birzon is listed in the 'Bf/st
is limited to attorneys whose Lawyers in America' and in 1985 .become members of the
· practice is substantially de­ he was the only attorney in Buf­judiciary. There-are 1,136 mem­voted to matrimonial law, and falo 'selected by Town andbers of the Academy distri­
who are able to pass an entrance Country Magazine as one ofbuted over 43 states and theexamination and meet other eighty-eight Best Lawyers inDistrict of Columbia. Its charter criteria required by its national America, based on a nationalcommits its members Hto en-and state charters. The New survey o! matrimonial law prac­
- courage the study, improve theYork State Chapter has 207 titioners. i;,ractice, elevate the stand._ dsmembers, of whom seven have 
firm, while the healthy spouse plexities· of third party pay-
is left with very little to live on. ments, Medicaid eligibility and 
Only recently has the focus the protection of assets are 
been on planning ahead to often far and above the under-
avoid such impoverishment. standing of many clients. By ex-
The "Twenty-four month rule" panding one's knowledge of 
for , l'.1edicaid eligibility, makes such programs, an attorney can 
such planning more critical. help the older client to use the 
Stating that "The uncompen- resources available to them to 
sated value of any non-exempt their benefit. 
resource transferred within 24 Cleary summarized the focus 
months prior to the date of ap- of this seminar by stating, "One 
plication -shall be considered in message must come through 
determining initial or continu- loud and clear to you, that is, it 
ing eligibility for the applicant is very important to get out to 
or recipient," the twenty-four your client as the years come 
month rule removes any possi- upon them and to get to their 
bility of protecting assets once families so that planning may 
illness occurs. The only way to become the true answer to the 
circumvent this restriction is to preservation of assets. 
begin to transfer assets early Lawyers, quite frankly, must 
and to document the reasons make a bold move. 'Don't wait I' 
for transfer so that they may is my recommendation; go out 
stand up to the scrutiny of the to your clients and insist upon 
Department of Social Services. them making some plans. H 
A Correction 
In previous issues we 
have misspelled Dean 
Candidate Louise Tru­
bek's name. The proper 
spelling is Trubek, not 
Trubeck. 
_· 
.. 
Faculty Candidate Offers A Package Deal 
tive jo.bs that "have simplifiedby Idelle Abrams 
.f ffOn Friday afternoon, Feb­ l1 e, " o ering a lighter teaching
load and the availability of sup-ruary 21st, faculty candidate 
port staff. Underlying these David M. Trubek fielded ques­
practical advantages, however, tions from. students that cov-
ered the vari ous interests of his Trubek expressed a strong 
commitment to the dual re-legal caree r including law in 
third world countries, civil lit i- sponsibilities of a professor to 
both write and teach . gation, empiri ca l research on 
" In the long run: the answer the adm inistration of the legal 
system, and a discussion of the is that writ ing and teaching are 
mutually supportive. I thinklegal real ist poistion and the 
people who think changing the school of critical legal studies. 
students, because all !the stu-Trubek, currently the Voss­
dents] are getting is stuff youBascom Professor of Law and 
can buy in the bookstore." the Director of the Institute for 
This is not to say, addedLegal Studies at the University 
Trubek, that there aren't ten-of Wisconsin Law School, was 
sions in the short run, practi-applying for a faculty postion, 
cally speaking. The problembecause his wife, Louise 
Trubek, may be a final candi ­ generally is to find the relatively 
sustained periods of time re-d!3te in the search for a new 
quired for writing . Institutionsdean for this law school, said 
should recognize these ten-Trubek. 
sions, said Trubek. He wanted UB to have a 
Currently, Trubek's researchchance to interview him so that 
"if they want (Louise! for the and teaching interest is to inte-
grate empirical research done 
taneously offer me a job." on civil litigation, as it is actually 
When asked what would hap­
deanship, they can also simul­
happening in the system, with 
pen if the university offered one teaching civil procedure. "I 
Trubek a job and notthe other, wanted to build into (teaching 
he candidly responded, "We're civil procedure] a lot of issues 
a package. We stay together." that are also salient issues in 
Trubek, a prolific writer, re­ empirical research ." These is-
ceived his LLB. from Yale Law sues include the role of judges, 
School in 1961 and was Note the economics of bargaining, 
and Comment Editor of the Yale the role of alternative kinds of 
Law Journal. He credits his pro­ legal techniques to use when a 
ductivity to the fact that he has suit involves a long-term, con -
held a number of administra- tinuing relationship . 
S. Clara Gets Dean 
four were invited to return for 
by Jeff H. Stern second interviews. 
The University of Santa Clara Uelman, 45, has taught 
School of Law appointed a new courses in Evidence, Criminal 
dean January 23rd, after a year­ Law. Civil Procedure and 
long search which saw the Lawyering Skills at Loyola for 
school's dean search commit­ the past 16 years. He was the 
tee interview 91 candidates Assistant United States Attor­
from across the nation . The ney for the Central District of 
story was reported in the Feb­ California from 1966-1970, in 
ruary edition of The Advocate, which capacity he was involved 
the law school 's monthly stu­ in the prosecution·of organized 
dent newspaper. crime defendants. He is also a 
Gerald F. Uelman, formerly frequent contributor to num­
an associate dean of Loyola erous legal periodicals, 
Law School in Los Angeles, will mostly in the areas of criminal 
assume the deanship of Santa law, drug abuse and legal his­
Clara Law School in July, 1986. tory. 
Uelmen replaces George Alex­ Uelmen, who received his 
ander, who officially resigned J .D. and LL.M. from George­
last August after 15 years as town Law School , has a 
dean. .. reputation for raising law 
Alexander was one of the school admission standards, 
four candidates who inter­ reducing enrollment and 
viewed for the position of dean toughening grades, the Advo­
here last spring. None of the cate article said . 
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Empirical research, said legal arrangements in the busi- in Socio-Legal Studies in the 
ness and financial worlds were United States." Trubek, is a re latively new thing 
outside the criminal justice affected by changes in the at- Describing the legal realist 
area. He has, however, "de- titudes of lawyers, and how it position, which he called "one 
voted about half !his! energies all related to the project of of the major jurisprudential de-
over !his] career to empirica l re- politi ca l democracy. He found velopments of the twentieth 
search... This resear,ch has a basic tension existing be- century," Trubek said, "there is 
explored the administrat ive tween programs to make law frequently no authoritative 
end of the legal system , ex- more instrumental as a legal answer that determines 
piaining what is happening and technique for economic change and conclusively closes an in-
what the problems are in thi s and the idea of using law as a quiry as to how a case should 
area. protector of human rights. come out." There is no defini-
Out of this experience de- 'tive set of rules, he said, that 
·---~• veloped one of the first big will necessarily come into play 
problems connecting law with in complex cases. 
social science research, which Trubek believes this position 
Trubek directed. At the time an- "to be a reasonably accurate ob-
thropologists were the only jective statement about the 
people in academia who knew situationinmostcomplexareas 
____________ of law." Facts are constructed, 
When asked what would to some degree, with an eye to 
a purpose and rules are multi-happen if the University d pie. For any given situation"au-
.o«ered one Trubek a job an 
'JJ' thoritative sources speak with 
not the 0ther, he candidly a forked tongue," said Trubek. 
responded , "We' re a package When asked about his mem-
f 'arn/1r ,·a11tlida1,• Dm·id Truhl'k . d / W stay together " 
ea · e · bership in the Conference Criti-
P11o10 b.• Paul Hammond I S d'
cal Lega tu 1es, Trubek re-
Previous research interests of anything about law in third sponded that what he gets out 
Trubek's include the explora- world countries, said Trubek. of it is the "realistic recognition 
tion of the relationship of law The lawyers and an- that law is something we do 
and social change in third world thropologists developed an on- every day. It is ·humanly con-
countries. Most of his work in going dialogue and ended up structed, humanly preserved 
this area was done in Brazil, talking a lot about the legal sys- and maintained" It is undesira-
where he lived from 1964 to tern in the United States. "A lot ble to give it a false sacred qual-
1966. He was in Brazil as the of thinking about alternative ·ity, he said. 
internal lawyer for the United dispute processing came out of "It's a daily construction of 
States Agency for International that program," said Trubek. social reality, meaning and 
Development Mission to Brazil. Trubek has maintained his power that we all share in. 
Trubek became intrigued by ties with Brazil. This past sum- People who get involved in it 
economic change and how the mer he spent a month there have to be aware of their 
relationship between changing teaching "New Developments values." 
Harvard Grad Seeks Position 
by Amy Sullivan 
John J . Donohue, a faculty the economics of race and sex Donohue believes that he 
candidate recently spoke to the discrimination. would have much to offer stu-
UB Law School students on Donohue has also been in­ dents. "As a teacher getting up 
his hopes of continuing pro­ volved in handl·ing many death in front of a class several days 
bono wofi< if he should become penalty cases. He· believes "the a week, I'd feel awful if I didn't 
a member of the faculty. "I have death penalty doesn't deter do a good job. Being someone 
done much pro-bono work, and crime, and the justification of who has ran for public office, 
there are still a number of satisfying the need for venge­ I've spent a lot of time trying to 
things I am interested in pursu­ ance doesn't outweigh the de­ at least sound interesting." 
ing," he said . humanizing aspects." Donohue He added that "law school is 
Donohue, a graduate from has done much work in this not·the gold.mine it once was. 
Harvard Law School, is pre­ area including producing many The bottom line is putting out 
sently a fellow of the Yale Law publications, giving addresses a good product; a good in­
School in the civil liability pro­ and doing pro-bono work. teresting student is what 
gram. He teaches a seminar on As far as teaching goes, counts. " 
Protecting Property, Using Talent; 
Goals of Entertainment Lawyer 
by Paul W. Kullman ...........,.., I 
Protecting your client's intel-
lectual property rights while ;,. 1 
simultaneously helping your 
client exploit his " creative 
juices" are the two major func­
tions of- an entertainment 
lawyer, according to Buffalo at­
torney Irving Shuman. 
Shuman, along with client 
and recording artist Rick 
James, told a group of about 75 
students that "integrity" is also 
an important concept to re­
member when practicing in the 
entertainment law field . "That's 
the key word in the whole 
thing," James said. "It's what Pftoto by 1'11ul Hammond 
keeps me with Irv." 
The two provided their in ­ they can be secure in the fu ­ experience in the entertain­
sights into this growing area of ture." ment law area before hooking 
law during a discussion spon­ An attorney also has to help up with James in 1978, James 
sored bythe Entertainment Law his client ac­"shop around, " said Shuman "commenced" to 
Society at 7 p.m. on Wednes­ cording to Shuman, " because learn the law. "And in a year's 
day, March 5 in O'Brian 109. every year or month tl:1ey give time, he pulled me out of a mil­
Shuman was ~lated as the lone up when they sign a deal, lion dollars in debt to a million 
speaker, but James made a sur­ they're giving up a big opportu­ dollars on the books." 
prise appearance, much to the nity somewhere else." He said Shuman, who met James 
students' delight. . when someone tries to t1e an through one of his clients, said 
Shuman said during the lim­
. entertainer up for a period of when an attorney is dealing 
ited time most entertainers are time, "You try to make the· with artistic people, "You have 
in production, "They will gener­ length of the deal contingent to be especially sensitive to 
ate a lot of income and you have upon the artist's success." yllur client's needs and you 
to help them hold onto it so that .. While Shuman ha~ no prior c11111i1111ed 011 p<111e 15 
Leary Leaving To Accept Human Rights Chair 
by Melinda Schnelder The chair in Saskatchewan dian studies. Another benefit to continue for Dr. Leary a direc­ Geneva. 
Dr. Virginia Leary is taking will allow her the time to con­ her at the ·university · of Sas­ tion she began to take many She did course work for her 
leave to accept a one year chair tinue doing research she has al­ katchewan is that they have a years ago. She grew up in Utah, doctorate and then worked for 
at the University of Saskatche­ ready begun in two aspects of Native Law Center whicti deals we11t to the University of Utah the International Labor Organi­
wan, Saskatoon, Canada for human rights : economic and in Indian and Eskimo studies. as an undergraduate, then zation, a specialized agency of 
1986-87. The Ariel Sallows social rights as human rights, The temporary move will studied law at the .University of the United Nations. She de­
Chair in Human Rights in an en­ and the development of a pro­ Chicago. After law school she cided to teach international law 
dowed chair, of which the pri­ gram implementing human worked for Sidley and Austin in the United States and got an 
mary focus is to provide an op­ rights in Asia. for three years, a firm which is opportunity to come to Buffalo 
portunity for the holder to un­ Dr. Leary has already traveled now •one of the ten largest in in 1976 through previous inter­
dertake research in human to, and written on Sri Lanka and the U.S. But she was always ex­ national law professor Thomas 
rights. In addition to doing re­ the Phillipines. She is interested tremely interested in interna­ Burgenthal. 
search and writing in her field, in how Asians perceive human tional questions and there were Dr. Leary's special interest 
Dr. Leary will be offering a rights, and in the institutions no international courses at that has always been in human 
stminar on h_uman rights and )lllhich they are developing in time. So she quit practicing law rights and in developing coun­
giving a public lecture at Sas- ' that area. She is particularly in­ in pursuit of international in­ tries. She has lately been con­
katchewan. terested in the question of labor terests. cerned with dispute settlement 
The invitation is an honor, but under the economic and ·sociar She started working for a pri­ and is active with many human 
more importantly for Dr. Leary rights aspect of her research. vate orgar_,ization that did inter­ rights organizations. She stres­
it will enable her to concentrate Dr. Leary has also long been cultural and community work, sed, however, that this opportu­
on her particular field of in­ interested in Canada and will traveled all over the world for nity is clearly a one year enter­
terest. Mo~t teac.hers have· re­ now have a chance to live there them and eventually ended up prise and she will definitely be 
sponsibilities in addition to for a time. Sh~ is currently working in Geneva, Switzer­ returning at the end of the year. 
their classes, which in her case teaching a seminar on dispute land. She decided to combine The law school is currently try­
includes working on the Ap­ settlement in U.S./Canadian dis­ law and her international career ing to find someone to teach the /
pointments Committee and the putes and has worked on a cam­ and returned to school for a international courses while she 
Dean Seach Committee. pus-wide committee on Cana- doctorate in international law in is away. 
Corporate Flight Topic For . Labor Confere nee 
by Craig Atlas because of the. recent decision rials and parts into Mexico In addition to explaining how resentatives of the Lionel Train 
On Saturday, April 12, an all­ of Trico Products Corporation duty-free, assemble them into the Maquiladora program company and union are being 
day labor conference will be to relocate most of its opera­ finished products using cheap works Mexican governmental invited to tell their story. Lionel 
held in the Moot Court Room in tions to Texas and its labor in­ labor, and then export the officials and U.S. economics ex­ moved to Texas and to Mexico, 
O'Brian Hall. The conference tersive assembly to Mexico. goods back to the U.S. duty­ perts are being invited to give without much success, and has 
will focus on the problem of The conference will discuss the free. their perspectives. A spokes­ since moved back to Detroit. 
the flight of jobs and industry Maquiladora program, which The conference is being co­ person for the New York State This conference should be a 
from the U.S. to abroad, focus­ makes it attractive for firms to sponsored by a variety of law government is also expected to major event. There will be no 
ing attention on the movement locate along the Texas~Mexico school and community organi­ discuss the impact on New admission charge. All are in­
of jobs from the Northeast to border. U,s·. tariff policy en­ zations, including the National York's industry and workers. - vited to attend. We expect the 
the Texas-Mexico border. courages the development of lawyers Guild, the Buffalo The conference will also in­ conference will be of interest to 
This problem is of particular U.S.-owned plants in Mexico. Labor Relations Society, and clude a discussion of the many members of the commu­
interest to Western New York These plants import raw mate- the Cornell University School of human impact of the Maquila­ nity as well as to students and 
Industrial and labor Relations dora program by describing faculty of the law school. Any­
extension service. Funding Mexican labor relations and so­ one who would like to helpSeton Hall Grad from the Mitchell lecture Com­ cial conditions, particularly this should contact Paul Wessel, 
mittee of the law school is cur­ type of development's adverse box 266, ·Kate Barth, box 11 or 
rentfy being sought. impact on women. Finally, rep- Lionel Rigler, box 740. 
Prof. Virginia Leary . 
PIiato b;r_ hul ffammood 
Speaks at Luncheon 
at a typical company, their man­
by Amy Sullivan agerial to unionized employee 
Thomas Hartnett, the Direc­ ratio is significantly different 
tor of the Governor's office of than ours, we have basically 
Employee Relations, believes 15,000 out of 190,000 who are 
that the number of times he not in unions. We periodi­
uses his- formal education ob­ cally go put in legislation to try 
tained at law school is quite and get the managerial class 
small. expanded, without much suc­
Harnett discussed his role as cess. · We obviously have 
director at a lecture presented some fairly strong law lined up 
by The Jaeckle Center For State opposing that legislation." 
and local Government Distin­ Hartnett's office determines on 
guished Speaker Series. He is a a unilateral basis what the 
graduate of Seton law School, rights of management will be 
and has held the position of Di­ and t~e'\he will negotia-te with · 
rector since 1983. Prior to that these nions. 
he has been with both the union Ha nett himself 1:ias been 
side and the management side with both the management and 
of New York Telephone. the union side of N.Y. Tele­
Hartnett explained that the phone .. He started as an hourly 
New York State office is the 8th craft worker for N.Y. Telephone 
or 9th largest employer in the Co., as well as being a local 
country. There are about steward. He then became a 
190,000 employees, 8 unions local president of local 1101 for 
and 10 different bargaining the Communication Workers of 
units. These units have com­ America for six years. After a 
mon areas of interest in terms major strike he moved to the 
of issues and in terms of types management side arguing 
of work performed by the indi­ against his former colleagues 
vidual companies. Some very on the union side. 
large units, such as the Civil Hartnett noted that, "There 
Service Employee Association are enormous opportunities on 
have over 100,000 employees." the union side, as well as the 
-My office negotiates with management side in this area." 
those 8 unions, and very few A union background, if you 
employees are . outside these want to go on to arbitration, 
unions," said Hartnett, adding, mediation, anything in the neu­
HThe only people outside these tral area is a great credential to 
unions are management, the have, it also gives you the.abil­
confidential folks in the state ity to approach issues by put­
government." ting you in the other guy's 
Hartnett explained, "Looking shoes.H 
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·Ap8rthei~ ··and. S0uth"African POiicy Discussed 
by Krista Hughes 
"Apartheid and Law" was the 
topic of an informal lecture 
given by Gerald C. Horne on 
Feb. 24. Mr. Horne, Director of 
the National Conference of 
Black Lawyers and Professor of 
History on leave from Sarah 
Lawrence College, dealt both 
with apartheid as it exists in 
South Africa and with how 
South Africa 's policy of racial 
discrimination is becoming an 
issue in American courts. 
Professor Horne began his 
discussion with a definition of 
apartheid, saying, "I think it 
would be most appropriate to 
analogize apartheid, not so 
much to the Jim Crow system 
that arose most sharply . . . af­
ter the Civil War in the United 
States, but more so to the sys-· 
tern of slavery." Apartheid is a 
"system of government estab­
lished to enforce inequality, 
exclusions, restrictions, limita­
tions, on the grounds of race." 
. .,., In South Africa the 73% black 
majority is denied all participa­
tion in government, a denial 
which is supported by South Af­
rica 's revised Constitution of 
1984. The Constitution " is on its 
face a violation of international 
law's norm of self-determina­
tion under which all people are 
to participate in the body poli • 
tic." 
One way in which South Af• .,,­
rica 's government denies the 
black majority its political and 
h_uman rights is through the 
policy of forcible relocation of 
black South Africans. Many 
blacks live on " homelands" or 
"black spots" which are areas 
of land owned and developed 
by blacks but which are sur-
rounded by white-owned land. 
These "black spots" are desired 
by the South African govern­
ment for conversion to exclu· 
sive use of whites. 
To do this the government re· 
moves blacks from the home­
lands without due process and 
"often at gunpoint, " and forces 
them to live on Bantustans, 
" barren areas where the lal\d is 
not arable, the land is desolate, 
and it declares these Bantus­
tans to be independent, and 
therefore strips blacks of their 
South African citizenship in ex­
change for citizenship in the 
Bantustans. " This form of 
citizenship is not recognized by 
any government except for the 
government of Pretoria. Over 
300,000 "black spot" residents 
were relocated to Bantustans 
between 1970-79, and over 3.5 
million have been relocated 
over the past 20 years. 
Mr. Horne discussed several 
South African statutes which 
further the purposes of apar­
theid by denying blacks their 
rights. One is the "Black Act, " 
No. 67, of 1952, which requ.ires 
"all black adults to carry pass­
books which document their 
legitimate presence in white 
areas." The "Black Act" is a form 
of " influx control" a11.d it is 
strictly enforced. In 1982 alone 
over 26,000 pass law arrests 
were made. 
Another way in which the 
government strips the black 
majority of its rights is by the 
Internal Security Act of 1982. 
Section 28 of that act "permits 
indefinite detention of any per• 
son likely to commit an act en­
dangering the maintenance of 
law and order. " There is no re-
quirement for probable cause 
before arrest, no guarantee of 
counsel, and there is an 
ever-present possibility of "in· 
' definite incommunicado deten­
tion without charge or trial. 
In addition, the writ of habeas 
corpus does not exist for blacks 
or whites in South Africa be· 
cause "security legisla-
4 
u:c1urer Gerald C. Horn<'. 
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tion ... [provides that] acts of 
Parliament are supreme, or not 
subject to interpretation or in· 
validation by the courts." 
Besides depriving blacks of 
legal rights, several acts work 
to place South Africa 's black 
majority at the mercy of the 
South African Defense Forces 
(SADF) and their special police 
units. The South African De­
fense Act, No. 44 of 1957 "gives 
security forces immunity in ad• 
vance from criminal or civil re­
sponsibility for any act carried 
out in good faith ." Mr. Horne 
illustrated this point by 
suggesting that if he were giv-
ing the same lecture in South 
Africa the police could come in 
" beli.eving in good faith that [he 
was] counseling insurrection 
against Pretoria authorities," 
and be legally justified under 
South African law in "mow[ing 
him] down." 
Civil , Rights advocates 
worldwide have criticized the 
gross abuses of authority dis-
played by the SADF, but within 
South Africa there is little they 
can do to publicly denounce it. 
South ·Africa 's government has 
prQ.hibited the publication of 
any untrue statement, and has 
placed the burden of proving 
the truth of any statement upon 
the person making it. 
A similar policy exists in pre-
venting the exposure of the use 
of torture by government 
agents. All allegations of tor-
ture must be accompanied by 
detailed sworn affidavits. Sec-
tion 217 of the Criminal Proce-
dure Act of 1977 " practically in-
vites security officals to use tor-
ture in extracting confessions 
because a written confession 
produced at trial raises a pre-
sumption that it was freely and 
voluntarily made. " 
One final way the South Afri -
can government oppresses the 
black majority is through the 
practice of banning certain 
" individuals, organizations, 
gatherings or publications." 
Between July 1982 - June 1983 
over 900 publications and films 
were banned because they 
were "possibly prejudicial to 
the security of the state." The 
government has also banned 
all outdoor political gatherings. 
As a result, dissent may only 
by .expressed publicly at tuner-
als because they are .the only 
form of allowab)e gathering. 
Funerals are not, however, im-
mune from police intrusion, 
and are often the site of vio-
lence and more death. 
Individuals are also subjectto 
banning by the government 
under an Executive Fiat of the 
Internal Security Act. Banned 
individuals may not speak to 
more than one person at a time, 
must remain in certain pre-
scribed areas, and may not be 
quoted in any publication. 
Although apartheid is a sys-
tern which exists within South 
Africa; Pro~ Horne indicated 
that America'¥ourts are now 
being asked to deal with the 
policy. One specific case is cur-
rently in litigation in New York. 
It involves Barry Martin, an 
Afro-American dancer who vis-
ited South Africa in 1983. While 
there, Martin and a white com-
panion were involved in an au-
tomobile accident. An ambu-
lance came for Martin's friend, 
but .refused to take Martin be: 
cause of his race. As a result, 
Martin was forced to wait at the 
accident site for a black ambu-
lance, a wait which has left him 
a quadriplegic. 
Martin is bringing a $130 mil-
lion tort claim against the gov-
ernment of South· Africa and 
against Transvaal Hospital se·r-
vices on the grounds of dis-
criminatory medical treatment. 
This type of claim presents 
many problems for American 
courts because all of the 
tortfeasors are in South Africa 
and are potentially protected by 
foreign sovereign immunity. 
Prof. Horne discussed 
continued on page I I 
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Hispanics On The Rise In The Legal Profession 
by Wi!mer ~odrigue~ Nu~ci' . Stat?s. It sigl)~ls the end of one members in one area, meet on probl~ms faced by minorities in Hispanic should not relegate an 
A discussion of H1spa~1cs m era characterized by gross un- a regular basis and maintain an the legal profession. The Task individual to a one track legal 
the law can~ot be had without derrepresentation in business, agenda with ongoing issues. Force will be in existence for 18 system. Hispanics are Amer-
ackno"".)e~gmg_t~.e fact ~hat the P?lit!cs and the arts, and the be- The problem the national or- months, terminating in Feb- icans and as such diversify their 
term Hispanic defines a ~inning of anot~er. It evokes ganization faces is that mem- ruary of 1986 with a b,udget of interests in every category of 
heterogeneous r~the~ than a images of crossing over from bers are all over; directors are $99,995. · law. I am sure that there is a 
hom?ge~eous mi~ority com- old ways to. new ones, of a all over, too. Our ability to de- Their mandate is to ulti- general consensus of the desire 
~unity_in the United States. people coming of ag_e or v_ot~ ~nergy to some issues is mately formulate a report and to see the unity of the 
H1~p;;ini~s, for ~he purposes of perhaps even a resurrection. d1min1shed; we must econ- recommendations as to action Mainstream and Minority Bar 
this article will refer to the · ff o h h' h · · · · · 
. . omIze our e orts. t er- w Ic the Assoc1at1on, or Assoc1at1ons. However, as long
SPanish-descended people re- Th HNBA' ·D · I · 't 1· h h · 
. . . . e s ecenma wise, we can accomp Is an- ot ers, should take regarding as the need for support and net-
s1dmg m the United States of c ti th ' " the · · · working exists,· and as long as ·A . onven on mg. problems facing minority 
merica.. On September 5, 1985, the According to ·Jose Medina, lawyers and their integration there is a certain degree of 
Accordi~g to_ the l98~ ce~- Hispanic National Bar Associa- the president of the Cuban into lhe profession and the or- societal discrimination against 
sus, th~ Hispanic population in tion staged it:;i tenth annual con- American Bar . Association ganized bar as well as the prob- Hispanics, that unity will just 
t_he United ~~ates was 14.6 mil- vention at the Vista Inter- (CABA) in Los Angeles, "One of lems facing the minority bar as- have to wait. 
hon comprising 6.4 percent of national Hotel in New York City. the major goals of CABA, is to sociations. 
the entire U.S. population. On this occasion rhad the op- have a Cuban American Judge The proposal for the Task The Hispanic Bar will beMore than 60 percent of these portunity to attend seminars, appointed and to link with Force was submitted by the 
called upon to shoulder a14.6 million Hispanics reside in make professional contacts and Florida's Cuban American at- Young Lawyers Division, the leadership role. Hispanic attor­California, Texas and New York. speak to various Hispanic attor- · torneys." Section of Individual Rights and 
neys are visible professionals in 1:'he census probably missed neys and guest speakers. The Mexican American Bar Responsibilities and the Stand-
their community. Persons whoabout 2 million more and did The following is a compila- Association (MABA), also ing Committee on Bar Activities have not been as fortunate asnot count somewhere between tion of excerpts of informal con- based in Los Angeles, claims a and Services. The key issues to 
them, who are not gifted or ar­5 and 6 million undocumented versations held between myself membership of more than 500. be reseatched are: 
ticulate, look to them for leader­workers. Add to this the 3.6 mil- and Hispanic law students from MABA president Jaime Cer- ;;il Legal Education and Admis-
ship. As in the past, Hispaniclion Puerto Ricans on the Island Temple University andC.U.N.Y. vantes outlined the organiza- sions to the Bar lawyers will be called upon to
of Puerto Rico and the total His- law schools and the leaders of tion's · goals as "ensuring that b) Professional Employment 
speak for the special interestspanic population under the di- various. Hispanic Bar Associa- the rights and legal procedures Opportunities and Career De-
which may only be known or
rect sovereignty of the United tions. I deem it important to in- appropriate to a -situation are velopment 
understood by them by reasonStates is in the neighborhood elude these excerpts in order to given to Hispanics, educating c) Judicial Selection and Judi-
of their _origin.
of 25 million people. relate the sense of purpose and and supporting Hispanic attor- cial Clerkships 
Despite the differences of direction that enveloped the at- neys and working within the d) Bar Asso~iation h1volvement 
opinion, some more friendly mosphere of the convention. community to develop its wel- In May of 1981, the National It was an active Hispanic Bar 
than others, Latino lawyers are When ask'ed what is the pur- fare." Institute of Minority Lawyers re- that has prompted Republican 
finding common ground in pose of a Hispanic Bar and is MABA and CABA both share leased a report decrying the and Democratic administra­
their professional groups. The there really a need to organize the goal of helping the Latino status of minority lawyers. Sub- tions to appoint Hispanics as 
dichotomy of common ethnic along these lines, Ms. Mari Car- community, with perhaps a sequently, this report, along judges, such as the Honorable 
heritage and tremendous diver- men Aponte, a former HNBA slight emphasis on their own with various other articles gave Ricardo M. Urbina of the District 
sity within the ranks of Latino president and partner at Pena people. Mr. Medina-pointed out rise to the formation of the of Columbia Superior Court 
attorneys is perhaps best re- and Aponte of Washington, that sihce the overwhelming ABA's Task Force on Minorities who was the first Hispanic 
fleeted in the Latino or Hispanic D.C., responded that "the majority of Hispanics in Los in th_e Legal Profession. The judge appointed by President 
Bar Associations and the fact HNBA links local associations in Angeles are of Mexican Amer- report confirmed that Ronald Reagan. Hispanic or­
that more than one exists. most major cities." She stressed ican ancestry, "It's hard for Cu- minorities are still not rep- ganizations will have to con­
I • Perhaps one of the most that the organization is not di- bans to be comfortable." resented in the profession in tinue to ensure that Hispanics 
readily identifiable associations rected to any particular nation- Mr. Medina also pointed to at proportion to their share of the are represented at every 
targeting Hispanic attorneys is ality, and explained the impetus least one basic philosophical population and more impor- agency and at every level. For 
the La Pfiza Lawyers Associa- behind the organization. difference between the two tantly, are underrepresented in example, Henry Rivera, ap­
tion of California (LRLAC). "There's a tendency to lump groups. "Most Cuban Amer- many important sectors of the pointed to the Federal Com-
Founded in 1972 .by California all Hispanic attorneys into one icans are very conservative and profession . munications Commission, is 
Supreme Court Associate Jus- category. The fact is, we are very Republican because of the In short, minority lawyers re- the first Hispanic to be ap­
tice Reynaldo Cruz Reynoso, composed of a.II different Cuban Revolution. On the other main on the fringes of the pro- pointed a Commissioner at that 
then the' head of the California groups: the Mexican Amer- hand, Mexican Americans are fession. Unless and until they agency in its 55 year history. 
Rural Legal Assistance Founda- icans in the Southwest and liberal and progressive because are .brought into the The Honorable Patricia Diaz 
tion,and Mario Obledo, the na- West Coast, the Cubans in the of their connection with the re- mainstream of the profession, Pennis is the first Hispanic and 
tional president of the League South and Puerto Ricans in the form movement in Mexico." special interest bar associa- Woman to be appointed to the 
of United Latin American Citi- East. Often we have divergent Do the Hispanic associations tions will continue to spring up National Labor Relations 
zens (LULAC) and former direc- perceptions of what our needs pull together? The leaders say and flourish, further polarizing Board. 
tor of the Mexican American are and how to deal with them. yes. Ms. Aponte said of the the profession, and the Amer-
Legal Defense and Education The organization primarily pro- HNBA, "The organization is still ican Bar Association will con- The Bar needs to be further 
Fund (MALDEF). vides a forum for discussion." in its formative stages, so divi- tinue to do without the energy, integrated. A legal community 
Though founded as a na- Robert Mendez, the president sive issues haven't arisen yet, creativity and commitment of reflective of our society dispels 
tional organization, LRLAC's of HNBA's Los Angeles chapter and I don't expect them to. We so many talented minority at- a notion 9f a caste system and 
national entity moved East. and in-house Counsel for NBC have so much in common that torneys. ensures the loyalty of the 
Now sporting a new name, the emphasized that "whatever its we need to have a consensus. If lawyers hold themselves citizenry as a whole. A more di­
Hispanic National Bar Associa- members' needs, HNBA has as The problems are too many to out to be the defenders and pro- versified bench ensures greater 
tion (HNBA), it is returning to its focus the concerns of the start arguing." tectors of liberty and justice, faith in the fundamental fair-
the West, with about 3,700 community, including prob- how can they hope to fulfill the ness of our laws and in the ad-
members nationwide. lems in education, the criminal The Mainstream Bar ideal of equal justice in a profes- ministration of justice. In sum­
The founding of organiza- justice system, employment With respect to the sion ·that continues to exclude mary, Hispanic lawyers and 
tions such as the ones men- and access to government." As Mainstream Bar, the American minorities? judges are not only beneficial 
tioned above marks an impor- he sees it, local bars tend to be Bar Association's Board of Gov- as role models to the Hispanic 
tant moment in the history of more effective organizations. ernors has established a nine The Need For Hispanic Lawyers community, buttothe nation as 
Hispanic people in the. United "They enjoy the ad.,antage of member Task Force to study I am of the mind that being a whole. 
Violence Against Asians Widespread in '80s 
,, 
t 
1966, some states prevented was only a gook . .. I only hit move out of its house on Mel- imports .. Japan became a pri-by Carol Ho Rezvani 
In 1854, Asian-Americans Asians from intermarrying with him once ... The niggers love bourne Street, Dorchester, the mary target of attack for the 
wer_e prevented from testifying other races. to come down here and lock us same house that had been fire United State,s corporations and 
Today, many Asian Amer­ up for this shit." - yelled by bombed in 1982 when three image-make'rs. "Buy Amer-against Whites in court. In l860, 
Asian-Americans were sent to icans work in sweatshop condi­ R.G., a minor arrested by sev­ blackfamilies wereliving there. ican" campaigns and weekly 
segregated public schools. In tions, live in substandard hous­ eral Boston police, including "I will get revenge. If I can't rituals in Detroit characterized 
1882, Chinese were forbidden ing, and are denied equal ac­ one black officer, for assaulting kill the Vietnamese today, I'll kill the virulence of anti-Japan sen-
to .migrate to this country and cess to government's benefits. Kiem Ho in Savin Hill in August them tomorrow; if I can't kill timent. 
were excluded from certain "They" continue to force dis­ 1984. them tomorrow, I'll kill them Cries that Japanese imports 
professions. In 1922, Japanese­ crimination based on race, sex, Aher the July 1983 fatal stab­ some other day." - yelled by were invading America echoed 
national origin, immigration bing of Anh Mai in Dorchester Eric Johnson aher besting Hieu the· hysteria of Pearl Harbor. InAmericans were prohibited 
from owning land and from be- status and language .ability. and the wounding of three Van Ngo until he was uncon- June 1982, a Chinese-American 
"Go to I other Vietnamese refugees by scious st the Madison Wire and draftsman named Vincent Chin { coming naturalized citizens. back China. kill 
you. " - yelled by a gang cf a 19 year-old white Marine, a Cable Company -in Worcester, was bludgeoned to death withIn 1942, Japanese-Americans 
group of white youths ·were in October 1984. a baseball bat in the streets ofwere forcefully uprooted from white youths who attacked 
three Vietnamese in South Bos­ asked by a CBS T. V. crew why Peter Nien-Chu Kiang who is Detroit by a white unemployedtheir homes and were forced to 
ton on May 25, 1985, as recalled neighborhood residents were the program director of the a~toworker and his stepson.unfairly endure an average of 
harassing the refugees. On na­ Asian-American Resources Prior to this brutal attack, thethirty months behind barbed by a victim, Hung Hus. 
"We don't want vou here I" - tional television, they replied: Workshop in <i:hinatown ob- two cursed Chin, saying, "It'swire in midwest United States 
yelled by a gang of white youths A: "They don't like chinks." 0 : serves that the roots of racial because of you fucking Japsbecause of what a recent court 
"Why not?" A: "They're not violence against Asians in that we're out of work." Not dis-decision in Korematsu v. U.S. who attacked four Campuchesns 
white." 0 : "Why is that bad?" 1980's can be traced, in part, to tinguishing between Japan-(1944) and federal commission in East Boston two days Jater 
have recognized as racial pre­ on May 27, 1985, as recalled by A: "It just is." the United States' failing eco- ese corporations, Japanese 
victim Ssrann Phuong. The same summer, a Viet­ noiny, high unemployment,judice, war hysteria and the fail­
namese family was forced to and bitter trade competition for continutd on f'URt I I ure of pol/fies/ leadership. In "Why don't you let me go, he 
.,;: ..i. 
-
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Editorials: 
Fire in a Crowded Law School 
Cheating is the street crime of academia. It tears at the frail ties 
of trust that bind student and teacher and chills the innocent unity 
between student and student. Law pretends to operate in a 
metaphysical vacuum of utter rationality. To think with cold, un­
emotional logic is to "think like a lawyer" . It takes a dramatic 
event such as a cheating scare to shake us loose from this mindset. 
Rumors fly, anxieties soar, and rationality takes a vacation. 
152 of our fellow law students am living in the Twilight Zone. 
All of them feel the heat of guilt by association because some are 
accused of cheating . A quarter may have gotten ahold of the 
questions to a Family Law final exam last fall before they took 
the test. For all anybody knows, some may even have compared 
answers. For anyone convicted of cheating, career plans may go 
out the window. Add a pinch of a rumor of poor grades, blend in 
complaints about an off-the-wall test, simmer for two months, 
and you have the perfect recipe for paranoia. 
The whole school feels .the effects. Cheating results in a tighten­
ing down of exam procedures. The casual, relaxed atmosphere 
of the Buffalo Model is diminished. Something good is lost. And 
student tempers flare at reports that the administration may re­
quire compulsory self incrimination to root out the cheaters. Trust 
gives way to cries of "witch hunt!" Meanwhile, one professor is 
undoubtedly di,straught. How could they do that to me? Other 
faculty members vicariously share the. feeling . Administrators 
wring their hands: what to do, what to do? 
What to do? Well, first of all, everybody has got to calm down' 
Relax . Take a couple of deep breaths. And summon back logical 
rationale from its hiding place. For once, thinking like a lawyer is 
a really great idea. 
Secondly, before any investigation takes place, all of the objec­
tives must be set out, the problem defined, the important ques­
tions answered. What are these objectives? Everyone would agree 
that while all cheaters ought to be punished, not a single innocent 
person ought to suffer. 
But what is cheating? Is it always self-evident? Should punish­
ment vary by degrees of culpability? Should cheating consist of 
knowingly violating test rules, negligently violating the rules, or 
should a student be held strictly liable for violating the rules? 
Furthermore, what procedures should be used? Should students 
be forced to incriminate themselves or others? Who should make 
the final determination? What standard of proof for conviction 
should be used to insure that no innocent person is punished? 
It is essential that these questions be answered and that all 
obje~tives be put on paper and made public before an investiga­
tion begins. Why? Because some very unpleasant decisions may 
have to be made along the way . .Some of these objectives may 
have to be tossed overboard in favor of others. For example : it 
may not be possible to determine who cheated without compul­
sory self incrimination. Which gets compromised? These painful 
choices can only be made with all objectives clearly set out at the 
start. " 
Javits Will Be Missed 
As long as he had his mind, he could think . 
That was how former Senator Jacob K. Javits (R-N.Y.) viewed 
the debilitating neuromuscular disease which confined him to a 
wheelchair for the last five years of his life. Javits, one of the 
nation's most brilliant and respected political leaders, died from 
the disease last Friday, at the age of 81. 
The son of a Jewish immigrant couple, Javits was born in a 
tenement on, the Lower East Side of Manhattan. Yet he overcame 
his poverty-stricken childhood, working his way through law 
school and building a successful law practice. Eventually he would 
become the longest serving United States senator ever to repre­
sent the state of New York (1956-1980). , , 
As a·senator, he was known to have worked 16-18 hour days, 
steeping himself in all the major domestic and foreign policy is­
sues before Congress. He fought hard for civil rights and initiated 
the War Powers Act, to limit the power of the president to send 
troops into combat without the approval of Congress. 
Senator Robert Dole (A-Kansas) called 'Javits "one of America's 
all-time great senators." Senator Edward Kennedy (D-Mass.) said 
that Javits was "a truly great American, courageous, committed, 
compassionate. To the very end, he taught us with t\_is own inspir­
ing example to care about those less fortunate than ourselves." · 
· With his passing. New York has lost one of its most dedicated 
public servants. 
·Parlor Protectors' Prallks 
Provoke Plentiful Protests 
Justice Harlan once used the 
description "pig in the parlor" 
to make a point about the First 
Amendment. We think it aptly 
describes the current situation 
in the law school where under­
graduates inundate a building 
designed and constructed for 
use by law students. 
Since the administration has 
refused to protect our "parlor," 
individual law students must 
begin to do so. 
****** 
Student 
To the Editor: 
Amid the usual clutter of bar 
review hype sheets, induce­
ments to purchase magazines I 
couldn't possibly find time to 
read and applications for credit 
cards I couldn't use responsi ­
bly, I gleaned from the mailbox 
the same curious little jeremiad 
that I'm sure most readers did. 
I refer to the clarion call of the 
"Parlor Protectors " (a cast of 
characters comprised of law 
students lacking sufficient cour­
age of conviction to sign their 
names) urging us to "take ac­
tion" against the infestation of 
undergraduates and under­
graduate classes in O'Brian. 
Never mind that our anon- . 
ymous champions retchet Mr. 
Justice Harlan's "pig in a par­
lor" comment so far out of con­
text that he most probably ro­
tated 180° in his resting place. 
This little ditty (undergrad for 
"didactic") disturbs more with 
successive readings, 'tor its 
message in clearly this: "The 
process has failed, let's take 
matters into our own hands." 
These gentle folk will most 
likely grow up to be one of two 
things: judges whose courts I 
would hope to avoid or tax at­
torneys on whose judgement I 
would not wish to rely. Whil e 
most commentary on this noble 
cause has gone something like, 
"How did they get in here? ", I 
worry more that these defen­
ders of the faith will get out. 
One wonders in what sense 
O'Brian is " ours, " or to what ex­
tent the building is " designed 
and constructed for use by law 
students." Popular legend has 
it that the Amherst campus was 
(a) located on this Godforsaken 
tundra and (b) architechturally 
designed in order to assure that 
the National Guard could shut 
down the campus quickly and 
prevent large scale assembly of 
the unwashed masses; all other 
purposes, such as " departmen­
talizing" the University by 
buildings, appear to have been 
secondary. 
It reminds me of the "open 
classroom " from my school ­
teaching days and it seems to 
work about as well. But, as a 
classmate has said with respect 
to this burning controversy, 
" that's life in the Big City." I 
agree. Myself, I'd rather have 
the law school back downtown, 
but I'm not going to hammer 
on !he door to Schlegel's office 
until he does something about 
it. 
One also wonders (and wor­
ries) about the attitudes under­
lying the perceived need to 
exc!ude others. Somehow, our 
Protectors have discovered that 
a higher intrinsic value attaches 
to law students than to other 
Adequate (but moderate). 
non-destructive disruption of 
undergraduate classes held in 
O'Brian Hall will encourage fac­
ulty and students to hold their 
classes elsewhere. 
Begin slamming doors to un­
dergraduate classrooms and 
shouting "UNDERGRADS OUT," 
"GET OUT OF THE LAW 
SCHOOL," or "THIS IS A LAW 
SCHOOL." Take special action 
against undergraduates using 
our Moot Court Room. If you 
need a carrel in the library, 
begin opening doors checking 
to see if the users are law stu­
dents. If they are not, you 
should ask·them to leave. Car­
rels are specifically reserved for 
law students. TAKE ACTION, 
LAW STUDENTS. 
Signed, 
THE PARLOR PROTECTORS 
Responses ****** 
students. I would respond to 
this widom by asking our sur­
repititious scribes to remem­
ber a couple of things : one, the 
"others" may very well be pay­
ing our fees someday, and two, 
my daughter's babysitter may 
in the long run be more valu­
able to society than half the 
graduating law class. 
Finally, as one might well 
suspect, there is a catch to this 
modest proposal. If our Protec­
tors really want to keep the 
" pigs" out of their parlor, they 
had best be prepared to accept 
exclusion of their "asses" from 
everyone else's. The bottom 
line for me is this: 1 don't give 
two frozen turds who uses the 
law school so long as they don't 
abuse it. And I've seen no evi ­
denc!l that law students are any 
less likely to _abuse (or van ­
dalize, steal, cheat, lie or wri-te 
anonymous twaddle) than any­
one else. 
The law schwol is not a build­
ing. It is roughly one thousand 
human hearts beating, and ap­
parently a few less than a 
thousand minds at work. 
Ron Scott 
****** 
Professor 
To the Ed!,!pr: 
I wish ~xpress concern 
about unprofessional acts by 
law students which affected my 
classes Friday; February 21.. " 
At 10:30 a.m .. as I was lectur­
in g in 209 O'Brian, the door was 
flung open, the words "Get un­
dergraduates out of the law 
school" shouted loudly, and the 
door slammed. The students in 
the class laughed off this inter­
ruption, fortunately. More seri ­
ous, however, was· an incident 
a few minutes later, im­
mediately prior to a large class 
which I also teach in O'Brian. In 
this instance, some third year 
law students "informed" un­
dergraduates going to my 
course (in which a test was 
scheduled that da'jl) that the 
class was "cancelled." This was 
a lie . 
The frustrations law students 
feel in being at the center of the 
academic spine - subject to 
noise, crowding, and heavy use 
of classrooms by persons from 
all parts of the University - are 
understandable. But wherein 
lies the greatest good, or the 
most appropriate means of im­
proving" the situation? The law 
school is not an isolated or 
isolatable island, but a center 
that serves thousands of per­
sons daily. What is an incon­
venience to law students is a 
necessity for the majority of UB 
students and faculty, given the 
great pressure that exists on 
teaching space. To protest 
these facts of geography and 
crowding by disrupting on­
going teaching smacks of 
sophomoric behavior, not pro­
fessional conduct. I, and other 
faculty who have been as­
signed to teach in O'Brian, cer­
tainly hope such incidents·will 
not recur. 
Yours truly, 
Claude E. Welch, Jr. 
Professor of Political Science 
Chairman, Faculty Senate 
****** 
Dean 
To : The Student Body 
From: J.H. Schlegel 
I have had brought to my atten ­
tion the Manifesto signed by 
THE PARLOR PROTECTORS -
as well as complaints from 
both university faculty and law 
students about individuals fol ­
lowing the PROTECTORS call . I 
was hired as acting dean of a 
law school and not as the prin ­
cipal of a junior high school. 
Were I the latter, I would simply 
inform the hall monitors and 
send the offenders home to 
Mommy. As the former. I am at 
somewhat of a loss as to how 
to respond . I cannot express my 
disapproval of such childish be­
havior too strongly so I will sim­
ply note that Rule 5.35.3i of the 
Board of Trustees prohibits the 
conduct called for by the PRO­
TECTORS. Among the sanc­
tions permitted to be imposed 
on persons found to have vio­
lated this rule is expulsion and 
suspension. I will _not hesitate 
to inform the Committee on 
Character and Fitness as well. 
Should i111dividuals wish to 
discuss their concerns about 
the Law School and its declin­
ing sense of community, which , 
I take it, is the root cause of the 
PROTECTORS' childish re­
sponse, I would be pleased to 
meet with th~m at an a(Jpro-
. priate time and place. 
******A Correction 
To the Editor: 
I submitted to The Opinion an 
article on my recent trip to 
Cuba. My article was published 
in the Febi:uary 26, 1986 issue 
of the paper. The paper faith­
fully reproduced my article, 
with one notable exception. On 
page fifteen, one of the para­
graphs begins with· the sen- ; 
ten~e: "I sayv children begging 
in the street or ·sleeping in 
parks." 
The sentence should have 
read: HI saw no children beg­
ging in the street or sleeping in 
parks." 
Alberto,M. Benitez 
'• .. , .. 
The Boy Mechanic by Kevin O'Shaughnessy 
Law RevieW's Gesture A-Forc-ed ··Concession 
"Take up the White Man's· petition were merely arbitrary 
burden- standards used to legitimize a 
Send for the best ye breed­ system biased towards upper 
Go bind your sons to exhile middle class whites. (If Law Re­
To serve your captives' view were a school district, the 
To wait in heavy harness Supreme Court would have or­
On fluttered folk and .wild­ idered integ_ration decades ago.) 
Your new caught, sullen Some insiders feel that this 
peoples well-intentioned minority 
Half devil and half child-" would not have carried the day 
Rudyard Kipling had the proposal not been 
leaked to the general public.. 
The White Man's Burden These cynics feel the news leak 
Minorities all over America backed a number of elitists into 
are sleeping safer these days; a corner. Appearances won 
the Buffalo Law Review has de­ over convictions- -(surprise!),' 
cided to initiate an affirmative and an affirmative action pro­
action program. Has Law Re­ posal was passed. 
view (like Lincoln in 1863) is­ No one wants to look like a 
sued its "Emancipation Procla­ racist. (I always felt there was a 
mation"? Is there cause for certain honesty about the Ku 
celebration? I'm not so sure. Klux Klan .. . You always know 
Certain members of Law Re­ where those g_uys stand on af­
view (probably afraid of con­ firmative action.) 
tinuing an incestuous process Two affirmative action pro­
which threatens the intellectual posals were submitted; both 
gene pool) felt that law school were flawed. The first proposal 
' grades and the casenote com- based all admissions on a com-
Graduating Seniors 
Information Memo 
To : All Graduating Seniors that the senior class forego theFrom : The Commencement formality of caps and gownsCommittee 
and establish a special loan 
Any senior interested in fund for students. If anyone is 
being the student speaker at interested, please see Gina 
commencement should submit Peca. 
a short (1 paragraph) summary The Commencement Com­
to Steve Wickmark in Room 311 mittee is co-sponsoring a Sadie 
by Tuesday, March 11th. The Hawkins Semi-Formal on Fri ­
summaries will be distributed day, March 14th. It is being hel_d 
and-Jl vote taken within the next at the Susquehanna Hat Factory 
two weeks. from 9-12 p.m . $6.50 advance/ 
Caps and gowns must be or­ $7 .00 at the door gets you hot 
dered by March 21st . If you plan and cold appetizers, full open 
on wearing a cap and gown, bar and music. It should be fun! 
make sure you place the order The next and final memo will 
with the bookstpre by MARCH contain the vote on the student 
21st. speaker, faculty speaker, and 
Professor Atleson requested faculty and staff awards. 
Only 67Days Till Graduation! 
Comics by Chapus 
bination of grades (40%),_ case (students which chose to iden­ the student body. Legend has 
note (40%), and a personal tify themselves as such) in a it that resumes that possess this 
statement (20%). Applicants de­ separate pool. The number of magical ingredient bestow 
fined as "disadvantaged" "disadvantaged" students ad­ upon its owners -a vast array of 
would be given a maximum mitted is determined by the riches ... Leased Porsches, 
score for their personal state­ overall percentage of students Condos, Desig~er clothes (for 
ment. admitted in the larger pool (10% that designer mind) ... un­
The advantages of this plan admitted from the larger pool doubtedly .every lawyer's or­
were : 1l All students competed means 10% admitted from gasm . 
together without the use of the smaller, "disadvantaged" Law Review is an academic 
quotas, and 2) The number of pool). journal. It is responsible for 
"disadvantaged" students ad­ The ·advantage of this pro­ publishing innovative legal arti­
mitted could be expanded posal is.that it would guarantee cles. Any publication (this 
beyond the number allotted for the admission of " disadvan­ newspaper, for example) -must 
by a quota system. The major taged" students. There are sev­ be open to different perspec­
flaw_with this plan was that a eral drawbacks to this plan: 1l tives; the present Law Review 
corrupt admissions board The plan limits the admission selection process undermines 
could deny admission to all of "disadvantaged" students to this goal. 
"disadvantaged" students by a small number (cynics feel this The new affirmative action 
claiming their grades and case was why it was passed). and 2) program may be viewed as a 
notes scores were far below the By placing people in a separate token gesture; but for all its 
rest of the applicants. (I wish pool, a stigma is placed upon drawbacks, it represents an op­
. this was out of the realm of the those admitted (playing right portunity .to fight the apartheid 
possibility; too damn cynical, I into the hands of the elitist that is Law Review. Some 
guess .. . ) "they couldn't get · in on their people fought hard to provide 
The other proposal, which own" mentality). this opportunity. It must not be 
eventually was passed, placed Law~ eview has become a wasted. 
all "disadvantaged" students holy grail to a large portion of 
Env~ Law Soc. Current Activities 
Editor, 
We are writing this letter to busy organizing two more pre­ our primary function of educat­
fulfill the requirements of SBA sentations on environmental ing the law school community 
By-law 13 and to inform folks litigation. on environmental issues. 
of the continued active exis­ This semester we also or­ We are presently activating 
tence of the Environmental Law ganized a cross-country ski trip our research committee to as­
Society. to Allegany State Park which sist in pro bono work for local 
This year we have been in- went very well. We hope to citizens groups. Anyone in­
. volved in many projects that make this an annual affair open terested in researching for a 
have benefited the law school to the entire student body as are couple of hours a week should 
community. Last semester the all of our activities. contact either of us. 
movie committee presented On the trip back from We are proud of what we 
numerous films "on environ­ Allegany we stopped by the have accomplished this year. 
mental topics under the direc­ West Valley Nuclear services The Society has become a 
tion of Jennifer Sanders. We facility for a mini-presentation highly visible, active organiza­
also compiled an emiironmen­
tal issue paper on the two major 
on the history and cUrrent 
status of ti. . project. W~hope 
tion in our school. With SBA 
and student support and in­
mayoral candidates. to organize more trips tq areas volvement we can maintain a 
The speakers committee, of local environmental interest high level of contribtution to 
chaired by Kevin Comstock, or­ in the tutu re. our community. 
ganized a forum on careers in The society has been a fre­ Sincerely, 
environmental law which was quent contributor to this ·publi ­ Jack Luzier 
This semester the committee is cation. This is in keeping with Dave Platt 
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and enjoy student savings of up to $44. That's quite 
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Founding Fathers Pub·Offers 
Co01fortable Bar and Character 
Founding Fathers Pub 
75 Edward St. 
Buffalo, N.Y. 14202 
'855-8944 
by Timothy Burvid 
If new bars opening their 
doors were an accurate meas­
ure of downtown development, 
Buffalo's economic future 
would seem optimistically 
bright. At least half a dozen new 
bars or pubs have debuted 
downtown in the last year, and 
while admittedly not an accu­
rate measure of revitalization, 
such loccurrences may reflect 
an optimism based on the near 
completion of the subway, and 
the announced plans for movie 
theaters, a -baseball stadium, 
and other attractions. 
One such bar calls- itself 
Founding Fathers Pub, and is 
located on Edward Street off 
Delaware Avenue, near the 
edge of Allentown. Founding 
Fathers opened with great fan­
fare, receiving many reviews, 
all favorable. Unfortunately, as 
with many new bars, especially 
downtown, it is going to have 
to persevere and endure rela­
tively small crowds until it 
makes a name for itself or the 
planned Renaissance of Down­
town Buffalo actually takes 
place, or both. 
This is most unfortunate. 
Even taking into account the 
much-exaggerated crime fac­
tor, Downtown Buffalo is liter­
ally peppered with great little 
pubs in old brick buildings with 
tin ceilings and thick wooden 
Cuomo Introduces Anti-Sex 
Discrilnination Legislation . 
Governor Mario M. Cuomo 
·has introduced legislation to 
provide students comprehen-
sive protection against sex dis-
crimination in New York State 
schools. 
The legislation would add a 
new section to the State Educa-
tion Law called the "Sex Equity 
in Education Act." 
"This bill will ensure female 
and male students that they will 
have equal access to all availa-
ble educational opportunities," 
Governor Cuomo said. "Sex 
should never be a determining 
factor in whether children will 
have a chance to participate in 
educational programs, includ-
ing athletics and extracurricular 
activities." 
New York State now lacks a 
comprehensive protection plan 
against sex discrimination for 
students. In addition, there has 
been a weakening of the effec-
n=::: ::::::::11::::::::::::11,1 la;;;hem~:~~~~ti~~ ~~ P~:~c~~ 
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SUSQUEHANNA HAT FACTORY 
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• • . HOT AND COLO APPETIZERS 
: : FULL OPEN BAR e · MUSIC 
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liveness of Title IX, the federal 
statute which prohibits sex dis-
crimination in educational 
programs that receive federal 
financial assistance. 
The proposed bill would pro-
hibit sex discrimination by edu-
cational institutions receiving 
State aid or which enroll stu-
dents who receive State aid. Ex-
captions would be made in 
those cases in which the law is 
inconsistent with the religious 
beliefs of an educational institu-
tion run by a religious organiza-
tion . 
The act also would guarantee 
the right to equal educational 
opportunity and prohibit edu-
cational institutions from dls-
criminating on the basis of sex 
for employment purposes. 
There are also provisions out-
lined in the bill for ensuring 
continuing compliance with the 
law, including a procedure for 
Bf 
AY 
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The theme is Early American, 
naturally, and the patron is sur­
rounded with historical remin­
ders from the Revolutionary 
War era, including portraits of 
George Washington and 
Thomas Jefferson. There is 
even a copy of the Declaration 
of Independence hanging in the 
Men's Room, perhaps' to en­
courage men to defy their wives 
and pass their time spending 
money at the bar. 
The "Can you name the Pres­
idents" placemats, however, 
are too much like something 
you'd encounter in a roadside 
Howard Johnson's in Virginia 
to contribute to the Colonial 
ambience. Nevertheless, the 
theme adds to the atmosphere 
of the pub, an atmosphere 
from any other point within the 
City limits. 
Even our own SBA, otherwise 
rational, forces us to traverse 
deep Suburbia to attend their 
parties at the Pine Lodge. I don't 
know where this reluctance 
comes from, but students 
should consider investigating a 
few other downtown bars this 
month after Law Revue at the 
Tralf (thank goodness Pine 
Lodge didn't have a stage), as 
long as they're in the neighbor­
hood anyway. 
Despite this light volume of 
traffic, Founding Fathers ap-
, • • women, who historically have 
• • been denied equal access." 
• • "In today's society, increas-
: : ing numbers of single women 
• • are the sole support of a tam-
• • ily," Governor Cuomo said. "IfByoung women are to become 
economic -equals, they must 
have the same opportunities to 
educational programs as young 
•• men. 
• • "The State must assume the 
:. : responsibility for assuring 
• • femaleandmalestudentsequal 
• • access to educational programs 
• • and schools free of sexual 
which is also clean, comforta­
ble, and uncluttered. The only 
distraction is a single T.V., 
which admittedly plays MTV 
sometimes, but one can still en­
gage in good conservation over 
a few draughts. 
One highly touted feature of 
the pub are the free nacho chips 
with several different types of 
dips. Unlike most bars, these 
sn·acks are always available, not 
just at Happy Hour. Obviously 
a novel idea several steps 
beyond serving popcorn at the 
bar, this treat is apparently 
meant as bait to lure potential 
patrons inside. 
monitoring the implementation 
of the program. In addition, the 
bill provides remedies forviola-
tions of the act. 
"With the passage of Title IX 
more than a decade ago, we 
thought an end had come to sex 
discrimination in our schools, " 
Governor Cuomo said. "But 
court decisions have narrowed 
significantly the effectiveness 
of that federal statute to only 
those programs which directly 
receive federal aid." 
"It's imperative that the State 
eliminate that disparity so that 
students in New York are 
guaranteed equal access to 
educational opportunities," the 
Governor said. 
This bill will provide all stu-
dents, without regard to their 
sex, the opportunity to partici-
pate in any academic, extracur-
ricular, occupational, voca-
tional or research program. 
Surprisingly, very few people 
have "dinner" as their primary 
objective when walking in the 
door. Unlike the Cloister's 
notorious happy hour where 
you get bowled over by a stam­
pede of yuppies when they 
bring the chicken wings out, 
you'll see very few people at 
Founding Fathers who stroll in; 
order a single draft beer, and 
eat sixteen plates of nachos, not 
including those smuggled into 
their pockets. 
Founding Fathers is eventu­
ally going to serve light 
lunches, although they are cir­
culating matches saying they 
already do, much to the detri.­
ment of lunch plans I made one 
,,,,.,,o b.f Paul Hammond 
day last week. Anyway, it 
should be worth the walk from 
downtown. 
I like Founding Fathers Pub, 
and hope that they are eventu­
ally able to earn a reputation for 
themselves sufficient to attract 
a better crowd, thereby remain­
ing in business. They may even 
be doing a healthy trade right 
now and I may have missed it. 
In either case, it is a comfort­
able bar with a lot of character. 
When the Downtown Renais­
sance happens and people start 
to go downtown again, (or is 
that the other way around), 
Founding Fathers will hopefully 
still be around. 
bars. Yet, for some reason, 
people are reluctant to venture 
Downtown for a few drinks, 
even though it is readily acces­
sible, less than fifteen minutes 
pears to be sticking it out, even 
expanding its services. The 
building was once a livery 
stable, with the floor having 
since been cleaned. 
I
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cOlllillwdfro#, P"I' 6Apartheid 
another type of claim which 
may ·be brought in American 
courts, although not against the 
South African government. Ar­
guments have been made by 
those in support of apartheid 
against anyone who is actively 
protesting the segregation pol­
icy. One of the most vigorous 
of an anti-trust action, and 
would raise the question 
Wh!3therthe Sherman Anti-trust 
Act is "applicable to politically 
motivated but economically 
tooled boycotts participated in 
and organized by non-com­
petitors to thosewho have suf­
fered because of the boycott." 
The State's claim was unsuc­
cessful. 
A case against cultural 
boycotters of South Africa 
would have to prove that the 
actions of the boycotters were 
"intentionally injurious" to the 
business and trade·of South Af­
rica, thus making it a common 
whites," although a large part 
of this protest is based in busi­
ness concerns rather than in 
human rights. 
Currently South Africa is in 
the midst of a severe recession. 
Black laborers who produce 
goods do not have the money 
to buy ·the goods, and if large­
for whites." 
Apartheid is itaelf a legal 
issue, and it is becoming more 
and more expansive. Besides 
the question of human rights in 
South Africa there are also in­
ternational concerns, such as 
South Africa's illegal occupa­
tion of South West Africa, or 
pro-apartheid arguments is 
against adherents to U.N. Gen­
eral Assembly Resolution 2396 
Horne likens this type of suit 
to State of Missouri v. National 
Organization of Women, 610 
law tort claim rather than an 
antitrust suit. 
Prof. Horne notes that two of 
scale international boycotts 
arise there is the problem of 
massive overproduction be­
Namibia, in direct violation of 
the United Nation's Decree No. 
1. But the most compelling as­
which "requests all states to F.2d 1301 (1980). In that case the most common words used cause there is nowhere for the pect of apartheid is essentially 
suspend cultural, educational,_ Missouri tried to claim that a to describe apartheid are "re­ goods to go. Thus Mr. Horne one of human rights, apartheid 
an·d other exchanges with the boycott by NOW in an attempt pugnant" and "abhorrent," yet believes that "as t ime wears on "is intrinsically antithetical to 
racist regime, and with other or­ to prevent Republican and De­ it still exists and is still unjustif­ there is going to be a growing the notion of justice insofar as 
ganizations -or institutions mocratic National Conventions able. However, Horne finds that realization that apartheid is not it breaches the most sacred ele­
which practice apartheid." from being held in that state " one of the most hopeful signs good business sense, if nothing ment of justice, that is equality 
A suit brought against the were a "combination and con­ in South Africa is the proliferat­ else, and it also ultimately wor­ before the law." 
boycotters would be in the form spiracy in restraint of trade." ing protest coming from sens the standard of living even 
Asians ...... . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • conlinu,:d from page 7 
people, and Chinese Amer­ but also the discouragement of only do these latest box-office "America (United States)" to Asian-Americans" concluded 
icans, Vincent Chin's killers vic­ concentrated refugee com­ smashes recast the war in Viet­ regain its sense of superiority, that the national minorities of 
iously demonstrated the lethal munities. Without such com­ nam in such a way as to allow but they also reinforce the Viet­ all groups share commo11 ex­
impact that anti-Japan trade­ munities, however, many re­ nam-era characterization of periences in this ccuntry. Racial RACIAL VIOLENCE protectionist attitudes could fugees, who lack the social, cul­ Asians a.s evil, sneaky, subhu­ violence against Asian-Amer­AGAINST.have on Asians in United tural, and economic support man villains. Media images, icans affects Asians of allPACIFIC ASIANSStates. networks necessary to survive particularly those out of Holly­ nationalities in this country. The 
Nien-Chu Kiang also ob­ in a foreign land, were left iso­ 200 wood, have historically played Conference called for more 
serves that another factor re­ lated and vulnerable. a major role in shaping public unity not only of all the Asians N 180 
attitudes toward Asian-Amer­ but of all the national minorities sponsible for the rise in anti­ The racist character of ·the u 
Asian violence is the federal Vietnam War continues to be ; 160 icans in this country. "Rambo" in this country. Alex Rodrigue, 
policy of refugee resettlement. played out in acts of violence E and films like it exhibit such Chairman and commissioner of 
R 140 traits. Massachusetts Commission 
Asian refugee population country. Serving in "Nam" 0 
Since 1980, the Southeast against Asians- living in this 
One other contributing factor against Discrimination said , 
F 120 · to anti-Asian sentiment is a and I quote, "The issue of racialthroughout the country has meant killing "gooks" - faceless, 
1 general lack of awareness of the violence ·against Asian Amer­grown increasingly. For in­ treacherous, subhuman · en­ ~ ioo- Asian-American experience icans is the issue for Hispanics 
Southeast refug.ees in Mas­ everywhere. Asian-American ~;90 . and a general intolerance of dif­ and Blacks. And vice versa." 
sachusetts has grown more soldiers fi9hting in Vietnam N 
stance, the population of emies who seemed to be 1 
ferences. Vietnamese are told Philip Tajitsu Nash, the au­
than 200 percent from 6500 to were pointed out by their ~ 60 to go back to China. Campuc­ thor of the article "Asian-Amer­
more than 20,000. commanding officers as heans are told to go back to icans: 100 Years of Hate" in 
In order to facilitate the re­ examples of wbat the enemy 40 Vietnam. Many Asian-Amer­ "Guardian" (October 30, 19851, 
fugees' assimilation into looked like. 20 icans who were born in this also called for the stronger 
mainstream American society, The current spate of Holly­ country or who have been in unity of all the minority groups 
the dominant, albeit inconsis­ wood releases set in Vietnam this country for generations still and the need for better under­
tent, view of federal refugee re­ such as "Rambo: First Blood­ are "gooks" and "chinks." standing of differences and for These atati1tie1 have been recently compiled
settlement policy called not Part II" and the original "First by the Asian Pacific American Legal Center. The National Asian Pacific more cooperation between all 
•Incidents that occurred in California. America! law Students Confer­ the groups.only for the conscious dispersal . Blood" also contribute to the Source: Asi•n P•cific American Leo•I Center 
of refugees across the country rise in anti-Asian violence. Not newsletter. .• , ence on "Violence Against 
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It Speaks For Itself. 
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PIEPER REPS 
Charles Telford Judith Kubiniec Duane Barnes 
Walter Ramos Doris Carbonell Margo Beasley 
Zoran Najdoski Maria LoTempio Ross Lanzafame 
Brian Mahoney John Rowley James McElhone 
Mark Pollard DonnaSiwekBrian Bornstein 
Amy MwphyAmy Sullivan 
Feeling Dejected? Listen To These Rejections 
by Timothy J. Burvid 9th he received a typical rejec-
Anyone who has ever visited tion letter from a law firm with 
the Career Development Office the usual "Thanks, but No 
is familiar with their speeches thanks" message. Their collec-
about how law students should tion was still in its early stages, 
approach their job searches pa- but he quickly mounted his 
tiently. We're told to_perfect our latest specimen on the · wall. 
resumes, to persevere, and that Less than one month later, he 
eventually most of us will sue- received a second rejection let-
ceed in finding jobs, some of ter from the same firm, asking 
which might not even have any- him to "please excuse our delay 
thing to do with flipping ham- in writing to you," and conclud-
burgers. More simply stated, ing with the identical rejection 
we have to endure a great deal message. Writing on the sec-
of • rejection before we get .. ond letter, Schechter asks: 
something even resembling a "Does rejection hurt the second 
job offer (i.e. an interview). time around?" 
While patience may indeed John Formica, however, had 
be a virtue,' four second year exactly the ppposite problem. 
students, taking their rejections He never received word from 
in stride, have undertaken to ex- one particular firm while all his 
press their patience as an art friends who had also inter-
form as well. With four students viewed their had been notified. 
in one house, all interviewing Formica wanted his rejection 
for jobs at the same time, the letter, if only to add to the col ­
rejection letters really pour in. lection, so he called the firm 
That's why Brian Bornstein, and demanded it. As it hap­
John Formica, Rick Resnick, pened, it was originally sent to 
and Joel Schechter have de­ the wrong address, but the firm 
cided to prominently display fully cooperated with his de­
these communications from mand by sending him a file 
unenlightened employers who photocopy of the letter. They 
inevitably, maybe not for even sent him a short note 
twenty years, but sooner or apologizing for the m isun­
later, will regret their rash de­ derstanding, probably also a 
cisions (or so we all like to be­ form letter. 
lieve). Covering the walls ofthe And then there's Brian Born­
dining room of the four room­ stein, who should probably take 
mates are systematically exhi­ some consolation in the fact 
bited their collective· rejection that at least his most notable 
letters. letter was personalized. Appar­
With the letters now totalling ently, Bornstein had worked in 
125, and growing every day, the Hempstead Town Attor­
these walls really talk. Consider ney's office one summer, and 
one of Joel Schechter's experi­ had spent a few hours working 
ences, for example. On October on a particular case. The case 
is still unresolved, and the f i rm 
to which he applied opposes 
the town in the action. Thus, 
they regretted that they· could 
not hire him, but explained that 
"a conflict of interest or at least 
the potential for a conflict of in-
terest existed. " _ 
'--1:tnd rstandably, considering 
the amount of resumes re-
ceived by law firms, rejection 
letters are very rarely per-
sonalized. Yet, it's. nice to think 
that there might be a little truth 
to the compliments by which 
employers try to let down appli-
cants_gently. Why not feel a lit-
tie comfort in the fact that a firm 
tells you that "Your resume is 
Ifemployers are so 
thankful for your 
resume, one must 
wonder what 
they' re thanking 
you for. 
an impressive one, and you can 
be justifiably proud of your ac­
complishments." Alas, what­
ever solace such words provide 
is quickly dissipated when you 
see four such identical letters 
next to each other on the wall. 
(And I even saved that one!) 
Almost invariably, rejection 
letters begin with the words 
"Thank You." "Thank you ·for 
your fine resume." Thank you 
for your inquiry." "Thank you 
for your impressive resume," 
etc. One usually doesn't have 
to read any further, especially 
to read their phony comments 
Rick Resnick , Brian Bornstein . Joel Sche,·hter, John Formirn . . 
about how wonderful you are, 
despite their rejection. The 
message is loud and clear­
"Thanks, but No thanks," 
If employers are so thankful 
for your resume, one must 
wonder what they're thanking 
you for. They're not hiring you. 
Are they thanking you for put­
ting a secretary to work? One 
can imagine a rejection letter 
from a firm replying: "Thank 
you for your incredible resume. 
While we regret that we cannot 
offer you a position, we are, 
nonetheless, thankful for your 
resume. It's exactly the same 
color as the bottom of our bird 
cage - precisely what we've 
been looking for. Thank you 
again for your thoughtful gift. 
Do write us again next year." 
Or perhaps this one: "Thank 
you for your fine resume. I 
haven't had 11 good laugh in 
weeks ." They must be thanking 
you for something, right? 
While the basic message of 
rejection letters remains the 
same, the form does vary be­
tween firms. One employer 
counsels that their rejection 
"should not be taken as a reflec­
tion on your credentials, which 
are excellent." Another says 
that "we were favorably im­
pressed with your accomplish­
ments to date." Some are more 
formal than others - " I ac­
knowledge receipt of your let­
ter, but . .. "My personal favor­
ite in the patronizing genre 
reads : "We have reviewed with 
interest your frne accomplish­
ments at UB - Law School 
(but ... ). The most brutally 
honest simply states that " a 
further interviewwith you is not 
practical." 
The shortest ding I encoun­
tered ran just two sentences. 
"Thank you for your inquiry re­
garding employment with our 
firm. Unfortunately, we are not 
in a position to offer you a job 
interview at this time." 
Another law student has 
proposed a method of ap­
proaching the problem differ­
ent than wallpapering the din­
ing room. He suggests that the 
letters be sent ba.ck to the law 
firm with this message: "Thank 
you for your finely worded re­
jection letter. Regrettably, due . 
to limitations in the job market, 
I am unable to accept your re­
jection at this time. See you 
Monday morning." 
· Vvhile the walls of Bornstein, 
Formica, Resnick, and Schechter 
ma.ke an interesting conversa­
tion piece, as well as being on 
the cutting edge of interior dec­
orating, they also demonstrate 
both patience and a healthy 
perspective on the job search 
process, which all too often law 
students take too seriously and 
too personally. Besides, their 
persistence appears to be pay­
ing off. Three of the four have 
found law related summer em­
ployment, and the fourth is 
scheduled for several promis­
ing interviews· in the next few 
weeks. Who knows? Maybe in 
the future these four guys will 
be in a position to draft rejec­
tion letters of their own. I hope 
they remember their humble 
beginnings. 
.Photos by Paul Hammond 
__ . H'ith their own Wailing Wall . 
. 
ATTENTION ALL LAW 
-STUDENTS! 
THEADVPCATE (yearbook) is now on sale in front of the Law Library. 
Only $12.50 and chock full of photos of 1st, 2nd & 3rd 
year students. 
_There is still time left to submit CANDIDS. Drop them off at 
-724 O'Brian in an envelope with your name and return address. 
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS - Sign up for group photos 
on sign-up sheet in 2nd Floor Mailroom. 
CONTEST FOR COVER DESIGN - Submit photos, sketches or 
drawings (Color or Black &White) by Friday, March 21 . Winner will. be 
chosen on Wednesday, March 26 and will receive a free yearbo.ok: 
Seniors must return all photos to Serendipity, 2258 Genesee St., 
~uffalo, NY 14211 or you will be charged and not receive your composite. 
.... 
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CLASS OF 1986, 1987, 1988, & 1989 
SAVE 
OFF THE 1986 TUITION WHEN YOU
\_ 
REGISTER FOR BAR/BRl'S 
NEW YORK, -NEW JERSEY, 
MASSAOIUSETTS, CONNECTICUT, 
MAINE, NEW HAMPSHIRE, OR 
VERMONT BAR REVIEW. 
- .,. 
CLASS OF 1986 
STATE 
N~YORK 
NEW JERSEY 
1986 
REGULAR TUITION 
$875 
$675 
SPRING SEMESTER 
DISCOUNT 
$100 -
YOU PAY 
ONLY 
$775 
$575 
i 
9 
. 
'. 
,. 
. 
MASS.; CONN., 
MAINE, VT., N.H. $775 $675 
CLASS OF 
1987, 1988, & 1989 
SfATE 1987, '88 & '89 SPRING SEMESTER YOU PAY 
REGULAR TL'ITION DISCOUNT ONLY 
NEW YORK $875 $700 
NEW JERSEY $675 $500$175 
MASS., CONN.. 
VT., MAINE, N.H. $775 $600 
/
A •so DEPOSIT IN NEW YORK 
NEW JERSEY OR ANY NEW ENGLAND STATE 
RESERVES THIS PRICE. 
ooot,n 
401 SEVENTH AVENUE SUITE 62 
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10001 
(212) 594-3696; (201) 623-3363 
(516) 542-1030 (914) 684-0807 
160 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE 
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02116 
(617) 437-1171 
REMEMBER: 
THE LAST DAY TO SAVE 
OFF THE PRICE IS: . 
. 
MARCH 26, 1986 
©1986 BARBRI ., 
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In The Public Interest Selects· Five. Articles; 
Ten Libraries Request Full Sets of Bacic Issues 
by Mary Hurley staff with some idea of the in- • them according to topic and 
Duri'"!g the fall semester, In terest there might be in sub- quality ofwriting and research. 
th~ .Public Interest staff mem- scriptions to the magazine, the Once the choices were nar-
bers, Jeiinne Waldman and incFeased circulation should rowed down to five, editors 
Molly ~er mailed ~lose to encourage students to submit worked wit~ individual authors 
300 copies of the last issue of seminar papers for publication. <;>n improving the articles. Our 
the journal to all Jaw school lib- This year the number of articles office in Room 118 was equip-
raries in the United States and received and considered for ped with the standard proof-
to a list of public interest organi- , publication doubled. In Janu- reading reference books this 
zations provided _by the Care~r ary, professors received a letter year, so this j~b ~a~ easier. 
Development Office. The mail- asking them to encourage the The magazine 1s in produc-
ing_was funded by the Dean's authors of some of the best pa- tion now and copies will bed~- . 
Office. pers turned in for seminars to livered to student mailboxes in 
Almost one-third of the reci- submit their papers to In the April. More students are active 
pients returned an enclosure Public Interest. Thanks to Pro- in In the Public Interest this 
saying theywou1d be interested fessor James Atleson, we re- year. Along with Molly and 
in receiving the journal on an ceived two papers from his Jeanne, Craig Watson, Maria 
annual basis. Ten libraries seminaronWorkerOwnership. Doti, Brett Gilbert and Sara 
wrote requesting full sets of Five articles have now been Nichols have been involved in 
back issues. You can now find selected for publication. The the publication process. But we 
all six issues of In the Public In- decision was difficult because still need a larger staff. It's not 
terest in the stacks of the Stan- there were more good articles too late to work on In the Public 
ford Law Library, among to choose from. Editorial Board Interest this year. Soon we' ll be 
others. members read all articles that selecting replacements for 
In addition to providing the were submitted and ranked Editors Steve Balmer and 
AWLS Discusses Plans 
by Kirsten Hertz Hunger. A.W.L.S. began the conference. The conference The Association of Women spring semester with a fun­ framework offers a selection of Law Students (A.W.L.S.) re- draiser at CPG's and proceeds over 150 workshops, as well as. 
st~uctured the internal leader­
are to be applied to our major small discussion groups and a 
ship model in hopes of improv­ annual event, the National Con­ keynote speaker. The confer­ing efficiency and opening lines ference on Women and the ence i,s an excellent forum not 
of communication. The restruc­ Law. We had another potluck only to meet other law stu­
turing has accomplished both dinner in early February, and on dents, but also to learn about 
objectives, and as a result there' February 20 we invited Judith new developments in the law has been an increase in pro­ Avner of the New York State Di­ that affect women. Followinggramming and attendance. 
vision of Women to speak the conference, A.W.L.S. will Currently there are five mem­
about job possibilities in the give a presentation to the law bers of the Steering Commit­ public sector and the proposed school community in early
tee : Kirsten Hertz, Robin Rosen­ Sex Equity in Education Act. Fi­ April.berg, Sara Nichols, Cindy 
nally, we will be co-sponsoring We are in the process of Fenishel and Lori Cohen. Vicki 
a lecture by Mary Dunlap on scheduling speakers for next Argento is the group's trea­ April 7. year, and are contemplating a 
surer. Our major activity for the year spring election of steering com­Some of the highlights of the is attendance at the National mittee members. Our office is fall semester were : a potluck Conference on Women and the located in Room 10 (base­dinner, an interesting discus­ Law which will be held from ment) - drop by or, alterna­
sion at the Women Faculty Mar~ 20-23 in Chicago. Fifteen tively, leave a note in our box Wine and Cheese, and partici­
wol"Jfen will be attending the on the third floor. pation in a conference on World Eld,erly Convocation . . . continued from page 3 NLG In.vites Eligibility and collectibility enough money so the client 
are separate issues, explainedStudent does not have to make an appli­Pigott. The applicant is going to cation for medical assistance 
get medical care. The question until after the two year period. 
Gregory Stamm, of Stamm 
ered is what the county is going 
Suggestions that remains once care is deliv­
and Murray, proposed vsome­The Buffalo Chapter of the 
to do about it. "What happens thing to think about in terms ofNational Lawyers' Guild is com­
to the assets?" A different set the future of the estate prac­paratively young. In 1974, Guild 
of rules applies then, and deb­ tice." When a client comes tomembers from across the coun­
an attorney to do some plan­tor/creditor law is going totry came to Buffalo to defend 
come into play a lot more, said ning for the future, "if you writeprisoners accused of participat­
Pigott. a will you may never ac­ing in the 1971 Attica prison re­
The financial pressures that" complish what the client wants.bellion. In the process, a Guild 
are moulding this area are You should be planning to.givechapter was formed. After the 
enormous, said Clark. The costs away assets so when the clientAttica trials ende~. the chapter 
of medical care for the elderly dies there's no estate," saidcontinued. 
are tremendous. This is placing ·Stamm. He cautioned, ''NeverThe Buffalo Guild strives to 
provide a where great pressures on the family, deprive them·of their assets butforum all 
so the need for Medicaid is "in­ let them understand it 's whatmembers of the legal commu­
creasing . they want to do anyway." nity can get to know one 
On the other side, the pres­another and discuss political­ Thomas P. Cleary, of Walsh 
legal issues of importance to sures on government are also and Cleary, served as the court 
building. Taxpayers don't want appointed conservator ofus. For those of us who are law 
students, the Guild provides an to pay taxes. The Federal ad­ Taylor Caldwell's estate. He 
ministration toopportunity to do progressive doesn't want spoke on conservatorships, 
work, as well as to address is­ pay for human services. The committees, and powers of at­
sues of tantamount importance DSS in the counties are pres­ torney. Generally, the physical 
to law, but not covered in the sured to deny aid ,n order to or mental impairment for which 
reduce their budgets. a conservator can be appointed 
Currently, our major focus is 
Buffalo law school curriculum. 
All this leads to enormous can include "almost anything," 
pressures on the counties to re­ However, before the court willto provide speakers and films 
cover the money spent on take control away from the per­of interest to the legal commu­
Medicaid. And, predicted Clark, son who owns the assets, thenity in Buffalo. We are inves­
efforts to recover are going to conservatee has a right to betigating the possibility of begin­
ning a variety of projects increase. heard and be represented by 
Clark offered a number of counsel to determine whethergeared towards providing ser­
vices and/or information to law practical suggestions on how a conservator is needed in the 
attorneys could help protect a first place.students, lawyers and others 
client'.s assets including keep­ Cleary also picked up on thewithin the community. We en­
ing a life estate, transferring advice offered by his co­courage input and welcome all property before the client antici­ panelists and stressed that "it'ssuggestions. If you are in­ pates requiring medical assist- very important to get out toterested in beginning a Guild 
. ance, creating a trust in the your clients as -the years comeproject, or working with the 
client's name, or insulating a upon them so planning can beGuild in any capacity, drop us 
transfer by setting aside done. The true answer to con-a note in room 118. 
Mary Hurley. The meeting will Opm,on. We feel - tha~- the 
be advertised on posters and ,all growth of the staf_f a~d circula-
students are welco~e. tion of:ln the Publ1~ lnteres!~an 
At a recent meeting the staff make it ·another V!_able writing 
discus~ed the proposal by and journal ~xpe~ie~ce at UB. 
Duane Barnes for a student Students. _Vl(lth s1~1lar ~oals 
writing competition which was •should umte to achieve this al-
. printed in a recent issue of The ternative.B ff l ·· L b s • tU a O a or oc1e y
•T H Id C n£erenceQ Q Q 
by Craig Atlas 
This semester the Buffalo awanda. The program will 
Labor Relations Society has focus on public sector labor re­
been involved with the co_mmu- lations, and law students are 
nity. On January 16, we were welcome to attend (there is a 
the guests of the Industrial Re- charge for the dinner). 
lations Research Association Our major project for the year 
(IRRA) and the Labor Law Com- will be a conference which is 
mittee of the Erie County Bar scheduled for Saturday, April 
Association at their annual joint 12 in the Moot Court Room. We 
dinner meeting. Thirteen UB are co-sponsoring it along with 
law students were treated to a the National Lawyers Guild and 
dinner at the Executive Hotel, various community and law 
where we heard three speakers school groups. The conference 
(two from area law firms and will address the problem of the 
one from the NLRB) discuss re­ relocation of jobs and industry 
cent developments in labor law. from the Northeast (e.g., Trico 
The next dinner meeting of the Products Corp.) to the Texas­
IRRA will be held Thursday Mexico border. (For further in­
evening, March 20, at the Royal formation, see the related arti­
Knight in the Town of Ton- cle on page 5.1 
Right to Life Assoc. 
Plans For Future 
The Law Student Right to Life Americans United for Life Legal 
Association, a group of law stu­ Defense Fund in Chicago~ peak 
dents concerned about the ero­ on the varied aspects of these 
sion of our society's and the issues. Hampered only slightly 
law's respect for human life, by being the only chartered or­
was founded in the spring of ganization in the law school to 
1985. Although relatively inac­ be denied funding, the Right to 
tive this year, interest remains Life Association intends, to re­
and students have been discus­ main and provide a vehicle for 
sing the best way to confront discussion and confronting 
these important issues here at these important issues. A meet­
UB Law School. ing will be called soon for as­
One option is to have pro-life sessing the level of interest and 
lawyers from the Buffalo area to plan future projects. 
or from the public interest firm, 
servation of assets is for th~ 
lawyers to take the bold 
moves." 
Professor Kenneth Joyce, of 
UB Law School, approached 
the issue of counseling the el­
derly from a different 
standpoint. He discussed the 
"Right to Die 'and the Use of the · 
Living Will :" 
Joyce pointed out that in New 
York we don't have any gener­
ally applicable statutory law 
that is directed to these ques­
tions. A reason for this, offered 
Joyce, is the range of prob­
lems - emotional, philosophi­
cal, religious, ethical, as well as 
legal - that surround these 
areas. The decisional law is also 
very sparse in this area. Several 
state commissions are now in­
volved in formulating policies 
to deal with these questions. 
The lunch following the con, 
vocation featured the presenta­
tion of the Jaeckle Award, the 
highest award given by the Law 
School and the Law Alumni As­
sociation, to former dean of UB 
Law School Thomas E. Head­
rick. Steven Sample, President 
of the University, described 
Headrick as an individual "who 
combines the best attributes of 
the legal profession and the 
academic community and in 
that sense epitomi~es the ob­
jectives and aspirations of this 
law school." Sample heralded 
Headrick's accomplishll"!ents 
and stated that during his 
tenure as dean, Headrick " led 
the school to new levels of na-
tional excellence." · 
Paul Weaver, standing in for 
Edwin F. Jaeckle, presented 
the award to Headrick. "The law 
school ·has grown and improved 
in just about every aspect of the 
school's operation " under 
Headrick, said Weaver. 
The award was inscribed to 
Headrick "in recognition of his 
significant contribution to the 
advancement of the law school. 
A gifted person with a human 
touch and extraordinary judg­
ment, he provided the law 
school with outstanding leader­
ship and direction during his 
tenure as dean. He attracted a 
high quality faculty, 
strengthened the educational 
program, and built firm bridges 
to the alumni, the bar,-and the 
community." 
Headrick, accepting the 
award, commented, "This is re­
ally a humbling experience." 
He described a law school dean 
as "a coalition builder, a creator 
of an uneasy alliance fashioned 
among groups with often differ­
ent aspirations for the school." 
Headrick saluted tJB's "tradi­
tion of openness and innova­
tion, this marriage of past suc­
cess to future improv~ment 
that has been and is the source 
of the school's distinction and 
excellence. " He mo,destly con­
cluded that "to maintain and con­
tribute to this tradition Is the 
major challenge facing any 
dean and in all truth this award 
honors the driving spirit of the 
school, not an individual." 
--
• < 
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• man said. "I had to start by for "more integrity," according you." ·PD!~.~odge Partiers Celebrate Last 86 Days 
189 Kenmore Avenue • Buffalo, NY 14223 • 835-5587 
RESUMES • BROCHURES 
· POSTERS • NEWSLETTERS 
LAW REVIEW CASENOTE COMPETITION 
First-year students are e,w.,raged to participate in the Law Review 
Casenote Competition for March 27 and May 16, 1986. An informational 
meeting will be held Wednesday, March 12, 4:00 p.m., Room 106. 
All students who are considering entering the competition should 
attend the informational meeting andone ofthe OPEN HOUSES sched­
uled for the week of March 3-7. 
Selection for Law Review is NOT determined solely upon first-year 
grades. Casenote score alone can qualify you for membership. 
Questions? Call the Law Review Office, 636-2059. 
CERTIORARI, 
a new journal devoted exclusively_ 
to law student research papers, 
is now accepting submissions 
for Spring publication. 
Students interested in submitting 
senior papers for consideration should 
bring them to The Opinion office 
,.i• PERSONALS ~•~ 
f ARE COMING! ~ 
Starting next week you· can have your own 
message printed in The Opinion. Submit 
this tear sheet to Room 724 O'Brian by 
Moraday, March 17 at 12:00 noon. 
Message: 
--
-
Affirmative Action 
approximately 5 percent. If they. 
represent 20 percent of the par-
ticipants in the competition, the 
offers would not be extended 
beyond approximately 10 per-
cent." . 
Both Hassett and Martin said 
they intend to go over the plan 
with law school officials but 
don't 'foresee· any proble~s 
with it because "it tracks the 
plan used by the law school ad-
missions committee" Martin 
said. 
Neither of the other plans 
• • • • continued from page / 
came as close to that used by 
the law school admissions 
committee, according to Has-
sett and Martin. 
"Proposal A" had called for 
the selection of a member to be 
based 40 percent upon course 
d 40 
:r~tt=~• case:C:~c=~~ 2u:;;c~~~ 
upon · a · personal statement. 
"Proposal C" called for selec-
1· b bion to e ased 90 percent 
upon the written casenote a'nd 
1o percent upon a personal 
statement. · 
I · Shrv~ng Oman
~=~=/? apply basic common 
"The average entertainer has 
~o idea about what the music 
business really is, H James said. 
"And he doesn't really want to 
know. All they n.eed is to make 
sure all their needs are taken 
care· of - lawyers do this," 
But Shuman·said James pro-
vided him with a great deal of 
help, 
"I re~lly knew n~thing of the 
enterta,~ment business," Sh\J-
(1 Th(;} Opinion schedule for the 1986 Spring Semester is as 
I follows: 
Copy Date of 
Issue Deadline* Layoutt Publication 
26: 12 (Includes Mon., 3/17 Thurs., 3/20 Wed.,3/26
Onion) 
26: 1.3 · Tues.,4/8 Thurs., 4/10 Wed.,4/16 
27:1 Mon.,4/21 Thurs., 4/25 Wed.,4/30 
I 
*Deadline is 12:00 noon. 
tlayout wiil be in The Opinion office·, Room 724 O'Brian at 5:00 p.m. 
All articles must be typed double-spaced. Submission.s can be placed I 
in the manila envelope outside The Opinion office, Room 724 O'Brian 
Hall, or in mailbox #754. 
CAREER PANELS 
Mark your calendar and attend our career information panels scheduled/or March. ALL 
STUDENTS ARE INVITED. This is an excellent opportunity to find out what practicing 
law in these topic areas is really about. Your individual question~· are especially welcomed. 
CORPORATE/TAX PRACTICE 
Thursday, March 13, 4:00 p.m., Room 109 
Victor Gagliardi - Estate Tax. IRS 
Joseph Makowski - In-House Counsel. CTG 
Catherine Wettlaufer - Tax Work in Private Practice 
Ellen Yost - Corporate Work in Private Practice 
BANKING/FINANCIAL PLANNING 
Tuesday, March 18, 4:00 p.m., Room 108 
Bob Edwards - In-House Counsel. Goldome 
Frank Heller - Banking Law in Private Practice 
Alan Vogt - Financial and Investment Planning Specialist 
LABOR LAW 
Wednesday, March 26, 4:00 p.m., Room 109 
John Collins - Union Representation 
David Farmello - Management Representation 
Marie Pearce - NLRB 
Marilyn Zahm - Adminis~rative Law Judge. NL.RB 
• • _• • • • • • • • • • • 
learning all the terms, like 'gig.' 
But I was lucky because I was 
taught the music business, by 
someone in the business who 
knew every aspect of the busi-
ness. H 
· James, who is involved in 
-composing, producing, licens-
ing and touring, said there is 
"more jive, !TIOre gloss in the 
entertainment business than 
any other business in the 
world. H 
Which is why there is a need 
J 
• • • • • continw,J from paie 4 
to James. 
"I 'had been fed up with 
lawyers, H he said, prior to his 
meeting with Shuman. ·t had a 
lawyer working for me one time 
Who was also working for a re-
cord company. H 
Shuman pointed outthe need 
for attorneys to avoid situations 
giving, rise to conflicts of in-
terest, especially in this area of 
law. "You have to. remember 
you represent the client's in-
terest; you don't represent 
Pfiotos "·• Paul Hammond 
SPRING BREAK-HAS 
ARRIVED!!! 
YOU CAN STILL $AVE IF 
YOU ENROLL IN THE 
JOSEPHSON-KLUWER 
BAR RE.VIEW COURS_E THIS 
SPRl·NG!! 
NEW YORK 
DOWNPAYMENT DISCOUNT* YOUR PRICE 
$ 50.00 $150.00 $725.00 
*DART COUPON DOES NOT APPLY 
.NEW JERSEY 
DOWN PAYMENT DISCOUNT w(COUPON YOUR PRICE 
$ 50.00 $100.00** $575.00 
$100.00* $175.00** $500.00 
*NOT APPLICABLE l"O CLASS OF '86 
**DISCOUNT INCLUDES $25.00 DART COUPON - MUST BE A TT ACHED TO ENROLLMENT 
AGREEMENT 
··PENNSYLVANIA . 
DOWNPAYMENT DISCOUNT YOUR PRICE 
$ 50.00 $ 75.00* $675.00 
$100.00* $125.00* $625.00 
*DART COUPON DOES NOT APPLY 
SEE A CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE TODAY OR CALL US .. . 
JOS■PHSON•KLUW■R LEGAL EDUCATION CENTERS (212) 505-2060 (Collect) 
10 East 21st Street New York, N.Y. 10010 (800) 253-3456 (Outside NY) 
, ...,.... .....,,,The Opinloll MerC!h 12, ,_ 
